Stranger than Fiction with brother Bill Bean
"The Spiritual Warrior" (2)

BE BLESSED IN JESUS NAME

PRAYER

• PRAISE YOU HOLY FATHER GOD
• CLEAR THE AIR!!!
• Send the Whirlwind of the Holy Spirit To
  blow the fire into a fire vortex, and punch
  through the spiritual realm into the Throne
  room of God
  o ANOINT US WITH HOLY SPIRIT
  o SUPERNATURAL PEACE
  o PRACTICE RIGHTEOUSNESS
  o CREATE IN US A CLEAN HEART
  o EMPTY OUR CUPS
• MAKE READY FOR HARVEST
  o SPIRIT OF BOLDNESS TO WITNESS
• OVERCOME SIN
• HEDGE OF PROTECTION,
  o ANGELS TAKE CHARGE
  o HELP US SEEK YOU MORE CLOSELY
  o PEACE DURING CALAMITIES
  o BRING FORTH THE LATTER RAIN
• PRAY FOR THE LOST
• YOUR WILL BE DONE
• ISRAEL
  Daniel 9:19
19 O Lord, hear! O Lord, forgive! O Lord, listen and act! Do not delay (Daniel 9:19) (...) for your people, the Bride of your Son, our King, cry out to you this day. Let not our prayers be hindered (1 Peter 3:7)

John 15:16
16 You did not choose Me, but I chose you and appointed (ordained) you that you should go and bear fruit, and that your fruit should remain, that whatever you ask the Father in My name He may give you. NKJV

Jude 24-25
24 Now to Him who is able to keep you from stumbling,
And to present you faultless
Before the presence of His glory with exceeding joy,
25 To God our Savior,
Who alone is wise, Be glory and majesty,
Dominion and power,
Both now and forever.
Amen

Eph 5:27-28
27 that He might present her to Himself a glorious church, not having spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but that she should be holy and without blemish.
NKJV
CHROME UPGRADE
"Just as water ever seeks and fills the lowest place, so the moment God finds you abased and empty, His glory and power flow in."
- Andrew Murray

"O, let the place of secret prayer become to me the most beloved spot on earth." - Andrew Murray

"There is need of a great revival of spiritual life, of truly fervent devotion to our Lord Jesus, of entire consecration to His service. It is only in a church in which this spirit of revival has at least begun, that there is any hope of radical change..."
"If the spiritual life be healthy, under the full power of the Holy Spirit, praying without ceasing will be natural."
- Andrew Murray

"Trying to do the Lord's work in your own strength is the most confusing, exhausting, and tedious of all work. But when you are filled with the Holy Spirit, then the ministry of Jesus just flows out of you." - Corrie Ten Boom

"If you look at the world, you'll be distressed. If you look within, you'll be depressed. If you look at God you'll be at rest."
- Corrie Ten Boom

The Practice of the Presence of God
NO PEACE AND SAFETY

Peace and Safety – Johnny Baptist (10.)
Eccl 1:18

18 For in much wisdom is much grief, 
And he who increases knowledge increases sorrow.
NKJV

Phil 4:4

Rejoice in the Lord always. Again I will say, rejoice!
NKJV
What good does it do, if someone claims to have faith but does not prove it with actions? This kind of faith cannot save him, can it?

Faith, by itself, if it does not prove itself with actions, is dead.

James 2:14, 17
Here is an exercise of amazing mathematical genius. Do you think you are up to it? How smart do you think you might be?

I challenge you to do the following.

Write a genealogy of Hebrew names in the Greek Language using the following rules.

1. The number of words must be divisible by seven evenly
2. The number of letters must be divisible by seven evenly
3. The number of vowels must be divisible by seven evenly
4. The number of consonants must be divisible by seven evenly
5. The number of words that begin with a vowel, divisible by seven
6. The number of words that begin with a consonant, divisible by seven
7. The number of words that occur more than once, divisible by seven
8. The number of words that occur in more than one form, divisible by seven
9. The number of words that occur in only one form, divisible by seven
10. The number of nouns, divisible by seven
11. Only seven words, shall not be nouns
12. The number of names, divisible by seven
13. Only seven other kinds of nouns may be used
14. The number of “male names”, divisible by seven
15. The number of generations, divisible by seven

This is Matthew Chapter One – Verses 1 – 11

THIS IS THE GENEALOGY OF YOUR KING

JESUS CHRIST
'If sinners be damned, at least let them leap to Hell over our dead bodies. And if they perish, let them perish with our arms wrapped about their knees, imploring them to stay. If Hell must be filled, let it be filled in the teeth of our exertions, and let not one go unwarned and unprayed for. ''

...Charles Spurgeon
SMITH WIGGLESWORTH

Be on Guard

But the Lord is faithful, who will establish you and guard you from the evil one.

—2 Thessalonians 3:3

Scripture reading: 2 Thessalonians 2

These are the last days, the days of “the falling away” (2 Thess. 2:3). These are days when Satan is having a great deal of power. But we must keep in mind that Satan has no power except as he is allowed.

It is a great thing to know that God is loosing you from the world, loosing you from a thousand things. You must seek to have the mind of God in all things. If you don’t, you will stop His working.

The striking thing about Moses is that it took him forty years to learn human wisdom, forty years to know his helplessness, and forty years to live in the power of God. It took one hundred and twenty years to teach that man, and sometimes it seems to me that it will take that many years to bring us to the place where we can discern the voice of God, the leadings of God, and all His will concerning us.

I see that all revelation, all illumination, everything that God had in Christ was to be brought forth into perfect light so that we might be able to live the same way, produce the same things, and in every activity be children of God with power. It must be so. We must not limit the Holy One. We must clearly see that God brought us forth to make us supernatural, so that we might be changed all the time along the lines of the supernatural. He wants us every day to live in the Spirit so that all of the revelations of God are just like a canvas thrown before our eyes, on which we see clearly step by step all the divine will of God.

Thought for today: We will never know the mind of God until we learn to know the voice of God.
"A Prayer for Spiritual Revival":

Disturb us, Lord, to dare more boldly, To venture on wider seas Where storms will show your mastery; Where losing sight of land, We shall find the stars. We ask You to push back The horizons of our hopes; And to push into the future In strength, courage, hope, and love. Because we have dreamed too little, When we arrived safely Because we sailed too close to the shore. Disturb us, Lord, when With the abundance of things we possess We have lost our thirst For the waters of life; Having fallen in love with life, We have ceased to dream of eternity And in our efforts to build a new earth, We have allowed our vision Of the new Heaven to dim. Amen.

Sir Francis Drake
(1540 - 1596)
There is nothing that makes us love a man so much as praying for him.

- William Law
Wisdom from Oswald Chambers

The remarkable thing about fearing God is that when you fear God you fear nothing else, whereas if you do not fear God you fear everything else. “Blessed is every one that feareth the Lord” The Highest Good—The Pilgrim’s Song Book, 537
TURN YOUR EYES UPON JESUS
(short harmonic)
Zz – Just As I Am (Eden’s Bridge)
Zz – Oceans (Hillsong United)
Intermission – How Great Thou Art
Intermission – Exalted
Intermission – Praise Adonai
“Not called!' did you say?

'Not heard the call,' I think you should say.

Put your ear down to the Bible, and hear Him bid you go and pull sinners out of the fire of sin. Put your ear down to the burdened, agonized heart of humanity, and listen to its pitiful wail for help. Go stand by the gates of hell, and hear the damned entreat you to go to their father's house and bid their brothers and sisters and servants and masters not to come there. Then look Christ in the face — whose mercy you have professed to obey — and tell Him whether you will join heart and soul and body and circumstances in the march to publish His mercy to the world.”

— William Booth
The chief danger that confronts the coming century will be religion without the Holy Ghost, Christianity without Christ, forgiveness without repentance, salvation without regeneration, politics without God, heaven without hell.
General William Booth  TRY TEARS  -

On April 9, 1865, Lee met Grant in the parlor of a private home at Appomattox Court House. He surrendered his army and brought an end to four long years of death and devastation called the Civil War. In the same year a 36 year old Englishman by the name of William Booth declared war on the powers of darkness by founding the Salvation Army.

One of the most effective weapons in General Booth's arsenal was fervent prayer. It was not unusual for Booth to hold "an all night of prayer" when he came to preach the Word of God. People would flood the altars every where he went. "The power of God was wonderfully manifest in the meetings . . . people were frequently, struck down, overwhelmed with a sense of the presence and power of God."

The Salvation Army's success at freeing the captives was uncanny, especially when one considers those who it strived to reach. General Booth's battle cry was "Go for souls and go for the worst." The worst of sinners were saved, saloons were closed and entire cities were shaken.

Booth's success attracted not only supporters but also enemies. Those who served in the Army were pelted with hot coals, sprayed with tar and burning sulphur, beat, stoned and even kicked to death in the streets. The Salvation Army resisted their enemies with a cheerful "God bless you", and a prayer. General Booth, himself was often in the thick of it. When spit on during the Midlands tour, Booth encouraged his fellow soldiers, "Don't rub it off - it's a medal!"

Night after night Booth would come home bleeding and bruised after being attacked for preaching in the slums of England. After such nights of testing he would take his wife's hand and say, "Kate, let me pray with you." After praying with Catherine he would rise from his knees armed with fresh courage and hope. Booth needed all the valor his wife Catherine could inspire in him. She encouraged him, "if we get tired we had better go and be done with, anything is better than a dead church." Despite the grinding pressures of the ministry the Booths had a happily united family. The General had nine children and loved to play and romp with them, especially in their favorite game of "Fox and Geese."

Once while traveling, General Booth's car was detained. He took advantage of the opportunity and exhorted some idle factory workers. He said, "some of you men never pray, you gave up praying long ago. But I'm going to say to you, won't you pray for your children that they may be different?"

Within minutes 700 men knelt in silent prayer.

At another time, two Salvation Army officers set out to found a new work, only to meet with failure and opposition. Frustrated and tired they appealed to the General to close the rescue mission. General Booth sent back a telegram with two words on it, "TRY TEARS." They followed his advice and they witnessed a mighty revival.

During the course of William Booth's ministry he traveled 5,000,000 miles and preached 60,000 sermons. God help us in this desperate and distracted day in which we live to heed the General's advice. "Work as if everything depended upon your work, and pray as if everything depended upon your prayer."

References Used:
"The General Next To God" by Richard Collier
"Deeper Experiences of Famous Christians" by James G. Lawson
"The Life of General William Booth" by H. Begbie

This article was taken from The Watchword, volume 24 by permission.
Visit the Heart of God Ministries.

From <http://www.evanwiggs.com/revival/portrait/booth.html>
Luke 18:1-8 (The Persistent Widow)

Then He spoke a parable to them, that men always ought to pray and not lose heart, 2 saying: "There was in a certain city a judge who did not fear God nor regard man. 3 Now there was a widow in that city; and she came to him, saying, 'Get justice for me from my adversary.' 4 And he would not for a while; but afterward he said within himself, 'Though I do not fear God nor regard man, 5 yet because this widow troubles me I will avenge her, lest by her continual coming she weary me.'"

6 Then the Lord said, "Hear what the unjust judge said. 7 And shall God not avenge His own elect who cry out day and night to Him, though He bears long with them? 8 I tell you that He will avenge them speedily. Nevertheless, when the Son of Man comes, will He really find faith on the earth?"

NKJV
1 Sam 12:23

far be it from me that I should sin against the Lord in ceasing to pray for you;

NKJV
MONOLOGYUE & MAIL

MONOLOGYUE

(optional)
Phil 3:20-21  
For our citizenship is in heaven, from which we also eagerly wait for the Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ, 21 who will transform our lowly body that it may be conformed to His glorious body, according to the working by which He is able even to subdue all things to Himself.

Phil 3:16-21  Our Citizenship is in Heaven  
NKJV
http://www.jokes4us.com/animaljokes/chickenjokes.html

https://funkidsjokes.com/jokes-about-chickens/

https://humoropedia.com/funny-chicken-jokes/

https://www.backyardchickens.com/articles/you-crack-me-up-funny-chicken-jokes-and-stories.72151/
What did the Turkey say to the Ham?
Nice to Meat You!!

Did you hear about the explosion at the cheese factory in France?
There was nothing left but de Brie!

I had a dream, I was a muffler!
I woke up EXHAUSTED

What did the Beaver say to the Tree?
It’s been nice gnawing you!

I’m having trouble organizing a hide and seek league.
Good players are hard to find.

How did the hipster burn his mouth?
He ate the pizza before it was COOL!!

Why did the whale buy a violin?
*He wanted to join the orca-stra.

How does an astronaut pay for his coffee?
*With Star-bucks.
Why did the snowman name his dog Frost?  
*Cause Frost bites.

What kind of dog does a mad scientist have?  
*A laboratory-retriever.

Why are anteaters never sick?  
*They're full of ant-i-bodies.

Why did the cow cross the road?  
*To get to the udder side.

How do sheep get clean?  
*They take a baaaaath.

How do you stop a Rhino from Charging?  
You take away it’s credit card

How do cats like to shop?  
By cat-a-logue

Why do flamingos stand on one leg?  
*If they pulled up the other one they'd fall.
Why do elephants have trunks? *Because they would look silly with suitcases.

Why did King Kong climb the Empire State Building? *He was too big for the elevator.

What is an insect's favorite sport? *Cricket.

What did one potato chip say to the other potato chip? *Care to go for a dip?

Why did the snowman name his dog Frost? *Cause Frost bites.

What kind of dog does a mad scientist have? *A laboratory-retriever.

Why was Povlov's hair so soft? Because he conditioned it

Why are anteaters never sick?
*They're full of ant-i-bodies.

**Why did the cow cross the road?**  
*To get to the udder side.

**How do sheep get clean?**  
*They take a baaaaath.

**How do cats like to shop?**  
*By cat-a-logue

**Why do flamingos stand on one leg?**  
*If they pulled up the other one they'd fall.  
What's the best way to talk to a hot dog?  *Be frank.

**Why was the broom late?**  *It overswept.

**What's the biggest ant in the world?**  *An eleph-ant.

**Why is a baseball team like a muffin?**  They both depend on the batter.
What do frogs like on a hot summer day? *Croak-a-cola.

Why do pandas like old movies? *They're in black and white.

Why did the banana go out with a prune? *Because it couldn't get a date.

Why do birds fly south in the winter? *Because it's too far to walk.

Why don't mountains get cold in the winter? *They wear snowcaps.

What happens when cranberries get depressed? *They turn into blueberries.

One did one autumn leaf say to another? *I'm falling for you.

Where's the best place to plant flowers at a school? *In the kindergarden.
What is a trees favorite drink? *Root beer.

How did the telephone get married? *In a double ring ceremony.

What kind of car does Mickey Mouse's wife drive? *A minnie van.

Why didn't the banana snore? He didn't want to wake up the rest of the bunch.

What did one plate say to another? *Dinner's on me tonight.

What do you get when you cross an elephant with a fish? *Swimming trunks.

What starts with an "E" and ends with an "E" and only contains 1 letter? *An envelope.

What do you do when 2 snails start to fight? *Let them slug it out.
What animal can jump higher than a **house**? *Any. A house can't jump.

What do you get when you cross a parrot and a **centipede**? *A walkie-talkie.

Why did a barber win the race? *He knew a shortcut.
Seals Events

Timeline

WATCH LIST OF PROPHETIC JUDGMENT EVENTS

- Pacific North West Tsunamic Megaquake (Cascadia)
- Major California Earthquake (preceding Sixth Seal)
- Cosmic Object (asteroid) Hitting Sun Causing Solar Storm and Major Power Grid Outages
- Meteor Showers Causing Major Oil and Gas Fires
- Global Financial Collapse
- War North Korea, Sinking of US Aircraft Carrier
- Direct Missile Attacks and Foreign Troops on American Soil
- Israeli Jets Launch Tactical Nukes at Iran (Fordow)
- Major Man-Made Biological Attack, Pandemic Kills Millions
- Civil War and Unrest, Martial Law
- Libya Launches Nuclear Tipped Missile into Israel
- Gog / Magog Invasion Causes 2 Million in Israeli Losses
- Massive Increase in Volcanoes, Chaos, Mayhem, Riots
- Several Major US Cities Nuked (ground based)
- Russian, Chinese and North Korean Attacks on American Soil
- One or More Major Cataclysmic Events with Global Impact (Cosmic and Possible Earth Bound)
- Red Skies as a 24 Hour Warning Prior to the Meteor Hitting Atlantic
- METEOR STRIKE (opening Sixth Seal)
- Double Mega Tsunami Wiping Out East Coast of US and other countries
THIRD SEAL AND FOURTH SEAL

- Libya Nukes Israel (Psalms 83)
- Other Nukes (Missiles and Ground) (FOURTH SEAL; ‘on down’)
  - Israel -> Iran?
  - North Korea -> USA
- Russia -> USA Cities Nuked from Ground
- Financial Collapse (THIRD SEAL)
- Chemical, Biological Attacks
- Disease, Riots, Chaos, Mayhem, Starvation
- EMP Attack (USA and Israel)
- Obama (attempts to) ratifies Israel Peace Deal Jerusalem Split
  - (Possible) First Watch Rapture/Evacuation (See Luke 12:37-39; see TD Hale Nov 24, 2012 Dream – Streaks of Light)

SIXTH SEAL (Day of the Lord)

- Rodriguez Puerto Rico Meteor Slams Atlantic (SIXTH SEAL)
  - US Splits in Half (New Madrid)
  - East Coast Tsunami
  - California Megaquake (splits into ocean)
- Horrible Winter & Three Days Darkness
- Aliens Arrive (huge round mothership in the sky, seen worldwide)
- Harvest, Glory Light
- Final Nuclear Destruction (Babylon the Great)

THE GREAT TRIBULATION (God’s Wrath)

- FIRST TRUMPET – EARTH BURNS
  - > The Rest of “The Great Tribulation” (God’s wrath)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name / Position</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Edwards, Preacher</td>
<td>1739</td>
<td>Sermon</td>
<td>1260 days in Revelation point to the year 2010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. William J. Reed</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>Lectures on Revelation</td>
<td>Rise of Antichrist and False Prophet 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses Lowman</td>
<td>1773</td>
<td>Notes on the Revelation of St. John by Lowman</td>
<td>1900 – 2016 will mark the time of “plagues”. He states “2016 is the end of it all, in which the anti-Christian power is destroyed, and the pure Christian church is ushered in.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Nisbet</td>
<td>1776</td>
<td>The Abridgement of Ecclesiastical History</td>
<td>An end of the world scenario would occur in 2016 in which the Vatican would be destroyed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. Philip Doddridge, DD</td>
<td>1804</td>
<td>A Course of Lectures, on Pneumatology, Ethics and Divinity</td>
<td>Newton was pointing to 2016 as a year of prophetic fulfillment; An Antichrist system would be fully ushered in by 2016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. William Mackray</td>
<td>1829</td>
<td>Character and Prospects on the Church of Rome in Two Discourses</td>
<td>The great whore of Babylon would incur the wrath of God in 2016; and a great jubilee would happen to the church, where a group of believers would be protected by God for 1,000 years.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah Evarts (Editor)</td>
<td>1809</td>
<td>The Panopist and Missionary Magazine</td>
<td>Points to a 6,000 year calendar creation, followed by a 1,000 year millennial reign,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph F. Berg</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>Lectures on Romanism</td>
<td>The millennial kingdom would begin in 2016, and the papacy would end;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rev. C. Van Rensselaer, D.D.</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>The Presbyterian Magazine</td>
<td>2016 the beginning year of a new epic; this epic is the millennial kingdom, that 2016 was the latest date this epic could commence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Clarke</td>
<td>1760-1762</td>
<td>Adam Clarke Biblical Commentary</td>
<td>Predicted if you used the Hebrew Calendar you could estimate 2015 as the beginning of Roman Catholicism's downfall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Clayton</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>A Dissertation on Prophecy</td>
<td>Beginning of 2015, end of the Jewish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Scholar 18th Century with an explanation of the Revelations of St. John | 1866  | A Dictionary of the Holy Bible                  | Diaspora, end of papacy, coming of the Messiah, and restoration of the Jews. |                                                                            |

| Mentioned in Zenith 2016                | 1840  | The American Biblical Repository                |                                                                            |                                                                            |
|                                        | 1878  | The Theological Dictionary of Princeton University |                                                                            |                                                                            |
|                                        | 1883  | The International Sunday School Lessons Pub      |                                                                            |                                                                            |
|                                        | 1885  | The Christian Spectator, "The Monthly"           |                                                                            |                                                                            |
|                                        | 1834  | The Congressional Magazine for the Year 1834     |                                                                            |                                                                            |
Psalm 19

A Psalm of David.

The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands.

Day after day they pour out speech, night after night they reveal knowledge. They have no speech, they use no words; no sound is heard from them.

Yet their voice goes out into all the earth, their words to the ends of the world.

In the heavens God has set a tent for the sun.

It is like a bridegroom coming out of his chamber, like a champion rejoicing to run his course.

It rises at one end of the heavens and makes its circuit to the other, nothing can stay its going.

Solar Eclipse:

A Solar Eclipse occurs when the Moon passes between the Sun and Earth.

Lunar Eclipse:

A Lunar Eclipse occurs when the Moon passes behind the Earth, as do the stars and the planets.

Tetrad:

This occurs when you have a consecutive Total Lunar Eclipse in opposition at New Moon’s in a row.
here are a couple of things for you: 1. consciousness: that annoying time between naps... 2. be nice to your children. someday they'll choose your nursing home.
Owuor – War is Coming to South Korea (2017)
COOL
STUFF
Amazing Growth China Underground Church

MAILBAG: The Amazing Growth of the China Underground Church

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "REVIVAL List" <prophetic@revivalschool.com>
Date: Nov 17, 2016 3:54 AM
Subject: [revival] FOOD for THOUGHT!
To: <anzac@welovegod.org>
Cc:

Food For Thought
by George Davis

In 1949 the communist revolution marked the end of all missionary efforts in China. All foreign missionaries were expelled. After the communist takeover the Chinese government bitterly attacked the Church in China, driving it underground.

For 25 years China was closed to any outside "Christian" influences. Little information filtered through the tight-knit bamboo curtain. All remaining Christian leaders were rounded up wholesale and were either imprisoned or killed outright. Everything that was considered "Christian" was destroyed, church building, bibles, hymnals, everything. For 25 years a holocaust far exceeding that, inflicted on the Jews by Nazi Germany, ensued. It is estimated that about 27 million died during this purging.

In 1978 Deng Xiaoping came into power and China opened her borders once again. The western world stood in breathless anticipation. What would they find in the aftermath of such a horrible slaughter? Missionaries from around the world stood ready, poised in anxious Intrepidvity. Would there even be one surviving believer? Nothing could have possibly prepared them for what they were about to see!

After 25 years of horrendous persecution the missionaries returned to find that the church in China had not been obliterated, as many had feared, but that they had grown in number from the estimated one million believers before the 1949 revolution, to about 30 million. The contrast was amazing! What had caused such unprecedented growth? How could this be? Not only had they grown numerically but they had grown spiritually. The tales of their devotion to Christ are nothing short of inspirational. Most bewildering is the fact that this unparalleled growth occurred without the aid of any of those things that are thought to be essential in denominational churches today. Without the aid of professional pastors/priests, church buildings, bibles, Sunday-school materials, homilies, hymnals and mass gatherings, the church in China has grown numerically and spiritually to be the most victorious expression of Christ's Church on the earth today. By all accounts, nothing like it has existed since the early Church. The very gates of hell could not prevail against her!

Makes you think doesn’t it?

-Source-

awildernessvoice.com/
IS PROJECT BLUE-BEAM “COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE” for NON-Rapture Believers

MAILBAG: Is Project Blue Beam COUNTER INTELLIGENCE for non-rapture believers

John Baptist <baptist77@gmail.com>

Fwd: PROJECT BLUE BEAM EXPOSED

I know that you are aware of Project Blue Beam, but I wanted to pass this link on to you in case you haven't seen this...

-------- Forwarded message --------
From: [redacted]@gmail.com
Date: Fri, Oct 21, 2016 at 8:33 AM
Subject: PROJECT BLUE BEAM EXPOSED
To: Terri Hill [redacted]@gmail.com

http://www.abbaswatchman.com/news%20project%20blue%20beam.html

Ya know what's really fascinating Terri, is that in Pastor Sori Parks' visit to heaven and vision, he was shown that NASA comes forward to tell the whole world that "Aliens" too the people who were actually raptured.

I find this amazing. I wonder if this is "counter intelligence" being used by "the Devil" to trick the entire general population of the world about a program that doesn't really exist so that when they announce this after the rapture, everyone will say OHH YEAH PROJECT BLUE BEAM

It will be quite interesting to see how this all unfolds. My "guess" is that we will be at the marriage supper by then.

LOL
Lester Sumrall – I Ordered the Demons to Tell me Why they Returned

John Baptist <jbaptist777@gmail.com>
to Aaron, Nancy, MaryLee ( )

You might like this.

Lester Sumrall’s book:

Quote:

After a huge globally publicized deliverance of a possessed woman in the Philippines, on international radio, the demons came back into the woman a day or two later:

This is a quote of what happened next:

I ordered the demons to tell me why they had returned. They spoke in English through her lips. “She has not asked us to go. She wants us. It is only you who desires for us to leave.” Again I demanded that they leave her. Clarita told me they were gone through the window. I explained to her why they returned and told her to tell them to leave and never return. She did. Then, I led her in prayer, pleading the blood of Jesus against them. It was about noon. Clarita was weak from the ordeal. I told the prison officials to let her rest and to give her food. As I was leaving, I said, “Clarita, I am sure these devils will return again. After I am gone, they will come. Then you must order them to leave without my being present to help you. You must say, ‘Go, in Jesus’ name,’ and they will obey.” With that, I left the prison compound.

ALBERT PIKE WORLD WAR THREE

"The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the differences caused by the "agentur" of the "Illuminati" between the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic World. The war must be conducted in such a way that Islam (the Moslem Arabic World) and political Zionism (the State of Israel) mutually destroy each other. Meanwhile the other nations, once more divided on this issue will be constrained to fight to the point of complete physical, moral, spiritual and economical exhaustion...We shall unleash the Nihilists and the atheists, and we shall provoke a formidable social cataclysm which in all its horror will show clearly to the nations the effect of absolute atheism, origin of savagery and of the most bloody turmoil. Then everywhere, the citizens, obliged to defend themselves against the world minority of revolutionaries, will exterminate those destroyers of civilization, and the multitude, disillusioned with Christianity, whose deistic spirits will from that moment be without compass or direction, anxious for an ideal, but without knowing where to render its adoration, will receive the true light through the universal manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer, brought finally out in the public view. This manifestation will result from the general reactionary movement which will follow the destruction of Christianity and atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same time."
The Pilgrim Church:
- A Second Century Letter to Diognetus

He writes “Christians are distinguished from other men neither by country, nor language”, living in such places “as the lot of each of them has determined, and following the customs of the natives in respect to clothing, food, and the rest of their ordinary conduct, they display to us their wonderful and confessedly striking method of life. They dwell in their own countries, but simply as sojourners. As citizens, they share in all things with others, and yet endure all things as if foreigners. Every foreign land is to them as their native country, and every land of their birth as a land of strangers…. They pass their days on earth, but they are citizens of heaven. They obey the prescribed laws, and at the same time surpass the laws by their lives… they are reviled and bless”. Then, speaking of God, he says, He, “who is almighty, the Creator of all things,… has sent from heaven, and placed among men, Him who is the truth, and the holy and incomprehensible Word, and has firmly established Him in their hearts.

- The Pilgrim Church
A Pastor’s Mansion

I saw a very gorgeous mansion, then a certain man was coming out, I knew he had been a pastor on earth. In heaven, they told me, the reason why he had a large and beautiful mansion in heaven, was primarily his giving & helping the needy and the poor, and his praying. These provided materials for his mansion in heaven.

They also explained to me, That different works we do on earth carry different weights in heaven, what God values and esteem high is very much different from what people think, they told me, the works we do that are unnoticed, behind the scenes, that people don’t know about and unappreciated are the works that God values more, the works we do out of a pure heart and selfless love, they have great reward in heaven. Then I saw it as GOD sees, what is really important to God, that we must not look for appreciating & reward from men but God, also God values what we do in private than what we do in public.

I looked over the City, the bright lights, the golden doors of mansions facing east, the majestic palace, the mansions and houses, the transparent streets of gold, the chariots travelling around, the children playing, saints talking and walking, the gardens, I said “Wow, Heaven is so wonderful”. I didn’t want to come back but I knew it was my time to go.
And there are seven kings: five are fallen, and one is (Obama), and the other is not yet come (Trump); and when he cometh (Jan 20th), he must continue a short space. And the beast that was (president), and is not (no longer president), even he is the eighth (becomes president again), and is of the seven (previous presidents), and goeth into perdition. (becomes Antichrist)

Revelation 17:10-11 KJV

Revelation 17:10-11, King James Version (KJV)
Amazingly Bill Cooper, the author of Behold a Pale Horse, made the following statement on page 177 of the book.
“Can you imagine what will happen if Los Angeles is hit with a 9.0 quake, New York City is destroyed by a terrorist-planted atomic bomb, World War III breaks out in the Middle East, the banks and stock markets collapse, Extraterrestrials land on the White House lawn, food disappears from the markets, some people disappear, the Messiah presents himself to the world, and all in a very short period of time? Can you imagine? The world power structure can, and will if necessary, make some or all of these things happen to bring about the New World Order.” [“Behold A Pale Horse“, p. 177-8]
The DAY OF THE LORD (more)

Johnny Baptist - Day of the Lord - GH7 Vision War of Worlds (14:35 mins)
Preview of the Day of the Lord

Subject: Barb  God's Healer7  12-6-16  Preview of the Day of the Lord  A foreshadowing  Matt 24:27  Joel 1:15

Pt 1  Listen! The Lion Roars! The birds take flight. You can see the beasts of the earth running. Look at the sky—it’s clear. Shhhhhhh. Listen! I hear thunder. I know—How can there be thunder? the sky is clear. I know, but it looks strange. Something’s not right. I have a peculiar feeling. Look over there—it looks like it’s Lightning. I think we should go inside—it’s lightning and thundering to the east.

I’m going to put the news on to see if something is going on. The newsman says “the lightning and thunder can be
Heard and seen all over the world. The lightning is causing fires everywhere.”
What’s that? It looks like airplanes. I don’t know, but I can hear sirens. No, there is something else! Yes, I hear it. It sounds like a trumpet blowing. Did you hear that???? The news says the government has ordered our planes up. They are tracking something on the radar. Let’s go down the street and look at the national guard armory. I can see the trucks coming up the road. I think we Should go over to the store now. The local news just cut in and said the schools are all being let out early. All the national Guard units are on alert. I’m going to stop at the bank first. Hurry up so we can get back before the kids come home.

Pt 2
We’d better hurry! The place looks jammed already. Put the news on. I can’t. The tv stations are all off the air.
I’ll try the radio. There’s nothing. It’s off the air too. I think I know what’s going on. Let’s get what we need and get home. Look! None of the street lights are working. We will have to take the back roads. See if your cell phone works. No—it’s dead.

I can feel the earth shaking. Remember that earthquake we had? The doors were moving and the pictures. I think this is what the Bible calls “the end of time” when Jesus returns, or The Day of the Lord. They say it will be a regular day. No one knows when, but the signs are all available to see for those with eyes, and those with ears can hear the warnings.

I guess God gave warnings like He did in the time of Noah, and no one listened. They all laughed at the warnings. God (?) made fun of it until it started to rain. Guess what? I think it’s raining.
Barb adds:
That’s very intriguing. It’s a glimpse. It’s going to be a regular day. The Second Coming of Christ- no one is going to expect it,
Just like the Day of Noah. Everyone was just going about their regular business…
You know time is short when I’m getting a prophecy like this about The Day of the Lord and the Second Coming of Jesus.
They Fly Like the Wind  
And Come From Afar  

The Seven Thunders of Revelation have been revealed. I am satisfied what these saints have been shown in the truth. It matches everything I have uncovered in my research over the years. Glory to Jesus and our Heavenly Father for revealing these things in the “latter times”. Indeed we live in the “latter times”.

Praise the Holy Lord Jesus Christ and our awesome Heavenly Father God. Since many people cannot access You Tube videos, I have manually transcribed (as best as possible) the prophecy shared in the video below.

Godshealer7 – The Seven Thunders Revealed (short)  
Godshealer7 – The Day of the Seven Thunders Draws Near (short)  
Godshealer7 – All Will Hear What the Seven Thunders Uttered
The DAY OF THE LORD

Isa 13:1-16
The burden against Babylon which Isaiah the son of Amoz saw.
2 "Lift up a banner on the high mountain, Raise your voice to them; Wave your hand, that they may enter the gates of the nobles. 3 I have commanded My sanctified ones; I have also called My mighty ones for My anger — Those who rejoice in My exaltation."
4 The noise of a multitude in the mountains, Like that of many people! A tumultuous noise of the kingdoms of nations gathered together! The Lord of hosts musters The army for battle. 5 They come from a far country, From the end of heaven — The Lord and His weapons of indignation, To destroy the whole land. 6 Wail, for the day of the Lord is at hand! It will come as destruction from the Almighty. 7 Therefore all hands will be limp, Every
man's heart will melt, 8 And they will be afraid. Pangs and sorrows will take hold of them; They will be in pain as a woman in childbirth; They will be amazed at one another; Their faces will be like flames. 9 Behold, the day of the Lord comes, Cruel, with both wrath and fierce anger, To lay the land desolate; And He will destroy its sinners from it. 10 For the stars of heaven and their constellations Will not give their light; The sun will be darkened in its going forth, And the moon will not cause its light to shine. 11 "I will punish the world for its evil, And the wicked for their iniquity; I will halt the arrogance of the proud, And will lay low the haughtiness of the terrible. 12 I will make a mortal more rare than fine gold, A man more than the golden wedge of Ophir. 13 Therefore I will shake the heavens, And the earth will move out of her place, In the wrath of the Lord of hosts And in the day of His fierce anger. 14 It shall be as the
hunted gazelle, And as a sheep that no man takes up; Every man will turn to his own people, And everyone will flee to his own land. 15 Everyone who is found will be thrust through, And everyone who is captured will fall by the sword. 16 Their children also will be dashed to pieces before their eyes; Their houses will be plundered And their wives ravished.

NKJV
DESTRUCTION IS UNLEASHED
(Wings of Prophecy – Aliens)

WEDNESDAY, MAY 24, 2017
Destruction Unleashed

My children, as the destruction falls, you will see terrible things in your atmosphere. I desire to warn you of this so you will understand.

Destruction unleashed is something you have only glimpsed in make-believe. You have never truly seen destruction unleashed in your world and it shall be a terrifying sight. With destruction come many demonic entities that have heretofore been in another realm where you could not see them. These were not meant to dwell on the earth, but will be loosed for a season upon the wicked. You cannot kill these with weapons, and this, too, shall make you afraid, but you, My children, have the true weapons to keep them away from you – My Word, My Blood, and My Name.

This is part of why it is imperative you learn about Me now. You need these weapons and the knowledge of how to use each one stored up on your heart for that time, for it is not far into the future for you.

I forewarn you in My Mercy.
BLAST FROM THE PAST

• 00 – 00 Russian Submarine Song

• PLAY – Are We there Yet (Bongo Bear and Jezz)
• 03 - Don’t Worry Be Holy Johnny (FEMA Camps and Hidden Nukes)
• 02 – Johnny Baptist – I Don’t Wear Hawaiian Shirts All the Time
LOVE YOUR ENEMIES

32 'If you love those who love you, what benefit is that to you? For even sinners love those who love them.
33 And if you do good to those who do good to you, what benefit is that to you? For even sinners do the same.
34 And if you lend to those from whom you expect to receive, what credit is that to you? Even sinners lend to sinners, to get back the same amount.
35 But love your enemies, and do good, and lend, expecting nothing in return, and your reward will be great, and you will be sons of the Most High, for he is kind to the ungrateful and the evil.
36 Be merciful, even as your Father is merciful. (Luke 6 : 32-36 - ESV)

This text was sent on my Android phone or tablet.
Godshealer7 End Time Prophecy Channel has uploaded THE MAN OF SIN WILL BE REVEALED FOR WHO HE IS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GG1skSwN_4&feature=em-uploademail

Godshealer7 - The Man of Sin will be Revealed for Who He Is (Obama)

Part 1 Daughter: speak this warning and tell the people what I have
shown you. The restrainer will be taken away. The man of sin will be revealed for who he really is - The Beast. Mr. Obama will return in his new position as ruler. The streets will be filled with violence, civil unrest and war. The weak will be murdered, unable to defend themselves. Children will murder parents for what they have and take it from them. Your militia will be unable to keep order or gain control. There will be riots and fires. There will be no safe place. The unbelievers will rise to power. Behold, I come quickly. Part 2 (after Barb prayed about the initial prophecy) Abbara, you have seen well and have understood. This is The Tribulation coming upon the whole earth. Many will be killed
For My Names sake.

Barb then said she saw a glimpse of the “deep part” of the tribulation where children were killing their parents while she was receiving this prophecy. Then Dan said this video might get GH7 taken off youtube, so this might be the last video from them. Dan said he has received a portion of a Word in recent days: we are on the brink of “the time of trials”. Dan then said they are criticized by some who say GH7 is just trying to stir up drama. Dan said they are just trying to prepare People and get sinners to repent. Dan said he thinks we are right on the edge of something major.
CONTRAST THIS WITH

PILLOW PROPHETS:
The Ex’s have reconciled! Jesus is married to America’. Since the day of inauguration we have been praying for our President, prayer mapping our entire nation and daily interceding for the United States of America and for President Trump. In 2017 and 2018 God said He was returning to America. God is back and we are a godly Christian nation once again. In the next decade we will see the Glory of God in America, we will see the wicked punished or brought to repentance, we will see America great again, not just because President Trump is in office but truly because Jesus is married to America. Thank You Jesus. We love you. We are your nation. We are in the last days and America is going to finish well in End Times. We are a sheep nation again. America, get ready for REVIVAL!
I Will Draw a Line
By Glynda Lomax on Feb 08, 2019 12:00 am

My People (I heard such great sadness in the Lord’s Voice), a very great war is coming which will affect all peoples. During this war, violence will overtake your lands. The enemy is preparing the hearts of his people for this war. Tensions are increasing quickly, it is not long (until it begins)– many, many souls will be lost to the kingdom of darkness in this war. Those souls who are not rooted and grounded in Me will stand no chance.

For My People, I will be the difference in what is coming to your land. Just as I drew a line in Goshen for My People Israel who followed My Servant Moses, so will I draw a line for My People.

I will punish the servants of Satan in the time of this war and you shall see it, but My Punishment shall not come near
those who serve Me with their whole hearts. I shall guide you and provide for you and only with your eyes shall you behold and see the reward of the wicked.

This war will be a very sad time for all mankind, for the destruction will be very great. Great cities and lands shall be lost forever in this war. Bodies will lie rotting in your streets for it will not be safe to bury your dead. When this happens, know the end is very near, and you have little time left in the earth.

Tell men of My Coming, for it is very near now. Tell them to give their hearts to Me, for I am coming back soon to gather My Children to Me. Tell them that they not suffer an eternity without My Great Love.
INTRODUCTION

As I tried to look away from my black surroundings, a small light started to shine in front of me, and the darkness, sounds and feelings that had so completely oppressed me started to fade into the background. The light grew bigger, and a window opened up much the same as when I had witnessed my life’s review. This time however, a panoramic view of the entire earth lay before me. It came closer and closer as if I had been out in space and was flying toward it. I knew what was happening was intended to help me make my decision about going back to the earth and my terrible life. A part of me wanted to go back to the beautiful spirit world, or paradise, that I had seen, and another part of me felt the need to be reunited with my body so I could change my life. It was a tug-of-war, and what I was about to see was to help me understand what I would be going through if I chose to go back to my ‘body of clay.’ Again the view before me played out like a videotape in fast forward motion, and yet I could see the scene in perfect clarity and was able to comprehend everything that transpired.

IRAN (LYBIA) NUKES ISRAEL

As the earth zoomed up into my view, I first saw the whole world, and then various countries. It was made clear to me that in the future there would be wars and troubles, including nuclear attacks in various places of the world, and a view of how it would start
was given. I am not familiar with the geography of the world, but as I looked at the various lands before my view I instinctively knew what countries they were. Looking at the Middle East, I watched as a missile flew from Libya and hit Israel. The mushroom cloud that resulted from the blast was visible, and I knew that the missile contained a nuclear bomb. I was aware that those responsible for the missile were Iranian, but the missile had been hidden and fired from within the borders of Libya.

OTHER NUCLEAR MISSILES FIRED

Almost immediately after this, other missiles began flying from one country to another, quickly spreading war around the world. I also saw that many nuclear explosions did not come from missiles but from bombs of some kind on the ground.

THE PRECURSOR EVENTS

EVENTS LEADING UP TO NUCLEAR WAR

My focus then changed from the Middle East to the United States, and I understood that I was about to see some of the things that would lead up to the nuclear holocaust that I had just witnessed.

SHE SEES 911 NYC

As I looked upon the continent of North America, I zeroed in on the eastern coast and then on New York specifically. I saw New York City with all of its people and buildings. I then saw some tall buildings crashing to the earth surrounded by tremendous amounts of smoke, dust, and debris. I zoomed in closer into the smoke and dust, and I saw a woman holding a little girl’s hand
and running from the crashing buildings. The woman had long
dark hair, hanging past her shoulders and curled inward slightly.
She wore a beige business suit, heels of a slightly darker color,
perhaps tan, and she was not wearing glasses. The little girl
appeared to be about 6 or 7 years old with short brown hair
reaching below the chin and cut in a type of pageboy look. They
ran together, holding hands and trying to escape from the falling
buildings. As they ran through the heavy smoke and dust, they
were forced to let go of their hands and became separated. The
child was terrified, and I could hear her screaming, “Mommy,
mommy!” over and over again.I don’t know their outcome, if they
lived or died, but I can still see the face of the woman clearly and
could easily identify her from a photo or describe her to a sketch
artist. I asked if an earthquake had caused the buildings to fall
and felt impressed that the answer was no. However, I was not
given any indication as to the cause of the destruction.
(Incidentally, I told this story many, many times before September
11, 2001. When I did see on television the World Trade Center
towers collapsing, I knew that this was what I had seen.

THIRD SEAL - FINANCIAL COLLAPSE

The next thing that came to me was more felt than seen. It was
the understanding that shortly after the crashing of the buildings in
New York City, commerce ceased. Shopping and buying seemed
to stop, and the economy failed **throughout the world**. Few had
any money at all, and those who did have it could not buy
anything of worth with it. Gold and silver and other commodities
had value and could be traded.

CHEMICAL ATTACKS
I then saw a man walk into a middle of a crowd of people and drop what seemed like a quart jar full of liquid. The jar broke and the liquid spread. I understood that people nearby had become infected with a disease from the liquid, and ***they didn’t even know it***.

A day or two later the people became sick and started dying. I saw that this would happen in four particular cities: New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Salt Lake City.

The disease started with white blisters, some the size of a dime, appearing the hands, arms and face of the victims. The blisters quickly developed into white puffy sores. Those with the disease would stumble around and fall over dead. Many died within a short time, perhaps 24 hours.

**EBOLA**

I also saw other people with a flu-like virus that spread more quickly than the first disease. The victims had blood coming from their nose, mouth, eyes, and ears. These people died even faster of this disease than the ones who had the first sickness.

**DISEASE SPREADS MURDER MAYHEM**

These diseases became wide-spread across the United States with hundreds of thousands infected. As the people were fleeing the cities in the hope of saving their lives, gangs were attacking them and killing them.

In the towns that were struck with disease there was chaos, with looting, rioting and murders involved in a complete breakdown of society. Many people seemed to go crazy.

**EMP NO ELECTRICITY (US & ISRAEL)**
I sensed that the electricity had failed everywhere and that nothing was running throughout the country, including any of the communication systems. I watched people throw rocks through windows to steal TV’s that would not work and thought it was very strange.

While I watched all this happening in the United States, my view instantly jumped back to the Middle East, and I saw the same thing taking place in Israel. The same sores and the same types of sickness and disease that were plaguing the U.S. had also been unleashed in Israel. The switch in view only lasted an instant, and I was back in the United States.

HORRIBLE WINTER

There was a tremendously long winter that caught everyone by surprise following the siege of sickness. It started early and lasted into the summer months. A famine had begun over the few years leading up to the long winter because of storms, droughts, floods and other plagues that had taken place; and the abnormally long cold period seemed to cause the famine to suddenly increase to its full measure.

In the period of time following the disease, which was quickly followed by the long winter, things started going down hill very quickly. Events piled up one on top of another without any breaks.

(SENSE OF TIMING OFF)

My sense of timing was not very clear at this moment; however because I was seeing several things happening all at the same time or very close together.

CHAOS, STARVATION, MAYHEM, CONTINUES
During and after the long winter, the disease spread everywhere and increased in severity. The economy and the electricity were completely gone. Chaos and anarchy reigned over the entire United States. Without any government there was a total breakdown, and I saw people panicking everywhere. They were trying in vain to find food. There was none. I saw people even digging in the ground for worms to eat because they were so hungry from the lack of food. Also, during this time I became aware that there was very little drinking water, and the remaining water had become contaminated, so that if a person drank it they would contract the disease and die. Because of their great thirst many people drank the water in spite of the danger of poisoning and died. I mentioned earlier the gangs that killed people trying to escape the cities. It seemed that some of the people had lost their minds and went around in these gangs killing people just for the sake of killing; others killed for food or to gain some material possessions from their victims. Those that were killing for no reason were like beasts: animals completely out of control, as they raped, looted, burned and butchered people. I saw these gangs go into the homes of those who were hiding. They would drag them out of their hiding places, rape and dismember them. For many there was an unnatural fear and hatred that came over the people. Family ties that once existed between husbands and wives, parents and children no longer mattered. The only thing that mattered was individual survival. Men would kill their wives and children for food or water. Mothers would kill their children. For me, the events that then lay before me were horrible beyond description and almost unbearable to watch. The air everywhere was filled with smoke as many buildings and cities burned with no attempt to control the fires.
HOMES/CITIES OF LIGHT & REFUGE
(ISAIAH 60:1-3)

(Glory Light)

As I looked upon this scene of chaos, smoke and destruction I noticed that there were small pockets of light scattered over the United States. There were, I would guess, about twenty or thirty of them that I saw. I noticed that most of the locations of light were in the western part of the United States, with only three or four of them being in the east. These places of light seemed to shine brightly through the darkness and were such a contrast to the rest of the scene that they caught my attention.

I focused on them for a moment and asked, ‘What are these things?’

I was then able to see that these points of light were people who had gathered together and were kneeling in prayer. The light was actually coming from the people, and I understood that the light was showing forth their goodness and love.

I further understood that they gathered together for safety and that, contrary to what I had witnessed everywhere, the cared more for each other than for themselves. Some of the groups were small with only a hundred people or so, but other groups consisted of what seemed to be thousands. I realized that many, if not all, of these places of light, or cities of light as I began to think of them, had somehow been established just before the biological attack, and that they were very organized. It was as if they had known what was coming and had prepared for it. I did not see who or what had organized them, but I did see many people struggling to reach them with nothing but what they could carry.

(ISAIAH 60:1-3)
The cities of light had food that others outside of those groups did not have, and within the cities of light food was readily shared with those who joined their groups. In these places there was peace and safety. The inhabitants were living in tents of all kinds, many of which were no more than blankets held up by poles. I noticed that the gangs made no threats on these groups and left them completely alone, choosing to pick on other targets and unprotected people, as many of the people in those cities had guns that they would use for self-defense. The gangs also preyed upon the people who were traveling, trying to reach the cities of light.

**Cities of Light Moved Often**

As I looked upon them, I realized that these cities of light were temporary and that in a short time the people living within them would go to another place. I do not know where they were to go but seemed to think that they gathered in the mountains, to higher places.

**Babylon the Great Destroyed**

**Final Nuclear Destruction**

As I was viewing the cities of light, my focus changed, and I became aware of missiles being launched and hitting U.S. cities. I watched as mushroom clouds started forming over many areas of the United States. Some of the clouds came from missiles that I knew were fired from Russia, and others were not from missiles at all, but from bombs that were already in the United States. These latter bombs had been hidden in trucks and in cars driven to certain locations and then detonated. I specifically saw Los Angeles, Los Vegas, and New York City hit
with bombs. New York City was hit with a missile, but I think that Los Angeles was hit by at least one truck bomb, if not several, because I didn’t see any missile. I also saw a mushroom cloud from north of Salt Lake City, but without the aid of a missile.

**SIXTH SEAL - FIRE BALLS & COMETS START FIRES**

In the darkness I also saw little fireballs. I’m not sure if this happened just before or during the mushroom clouds. The balls fell from the sky, were of different sizes – most being the size of golf balls – and were very hot. There were millions of them. As they fell from the sky they left streaks of flame and smoke behind them. Everything they touched started on fire: people, buildings, trees, or grass. Everything burned. I didn’t ask what they were or where they had come from because by this time I was sick because of the scene before me, and so I observed without asking many questions.

**RUSSIAN CHINESE INVADE**

(part of nuclear war)

At almost the same time and in the same locations as the mushroom clouds, I saw Russian and Chinese troops invading the United States. The Russians were parachuting at many spots along the Eastern Coast; I also saw them parachuting in Utah. Chinese troops were invading from the West Coast near Los Angeles. They were met with resistance from those who had survived the disease and bombs. I did not see any United States military there at that time. The invasion was part of the nuclear war that I had seen earlier, and I knew that similar events were taking place all over the world as I had seen previously.

**RUSSIAN CHINESE INVASION SHORT DURATION**
I did not see much of this war, but was impressed that it was short in duration and the Russian and Chinese armies lost and left. No explanation regarding how or why was received. Now the smoke became very heavy, dark and thick.

**GLOBAL MEGAQUAKES TSUNAMIS VOLCANOS, US SPLITS, MAYHEM**

Just as things appeared to be as bad as they could get, the earth began to quake. This occurred during a winter, seemingly the winter that followed the very long one I had seen earlier. The chaos had existed for almost a full year by this time.

The earthquakes began in the west, around Idaho and Wyoming, and then quickly spread in every direction. I saw a huge earthquake hit Utah, and then California. There were earthquakes all over California, but they were especially devastating in the Los Angeles and San Francisco areas. San Francisco appeared to turn upside down.

The multiple earthquakes triggered volcanoes all over the west, and they started spewing a tremendous amount of ash and smoke into the air, causing it to become very dark and dirty and blocking much of what was left of the sunlight. There were also huge waves of water that swept over the west coast, and as I saw them I realized that this same thing was happening to coastal cities all over the world. The waves were so huge that Los Angeles was nearly swept away. I saw a wall of water taller than some of the buildings, perhaps as high as fifteen or twenty feet, sweep through Salt Lake City. I thought this was strange because of its location so far from the ocean, and wondered how a wave could travel all the way to Salt Lake City. I was impressed that the wave had not originated at the ocean, but was from under ground. I quickly noticed great cracks in the earth around Salt Lake City opened up and saw water shooting up out of the ground. I felt that
deep under the ground was a huge amount of water and that the earthquakes had forced it up to the surface. Most of the buildings were swept away or destroyed when the water swept over the city. In fact there had been tremendous destruction, with only a few buildings left standing. The water coming from underground stretched from Idaho down to near Cedar City, Utah, and was very destructive. As I looked, I could see that cities all over the country had been devastated, and there was rubble everywhere. Most of the buildings were destroyed.

However, I realized that even though there was tremendous destruction from earthquakes, disease, floods, volcanoes, and tidal waves, the majority of the deaths were caused by the gangs of roving marauders that killed for pleasure. As I studied the scene for a moment, the thought occurred to me that the earth itself had become sickened at the terrible acts of cruelty that were happening upon it and was finally reacting through these natural disasters. The earth was attempting to cleanse itself of the chaos and evil that had engulfed the people.

The ash and smoke from the volcanoes had increased, and there was now almost complete darkness everywhere upon the earth. The diseases also increased in devastation, and I saw people literally dying on their feet. I saw another particular disease that started with red blotches, and then the victims would start to bleed from every opening in their bodies. Then the people literally disintegrated, or melted into unrecognizable masses of flesh and bone. The sight was horrendous, as death and the dead were everywhere. After this second terrible winter, I saw the survivors pile up the dead into huge piles to burn them. The stench was sickening. Some of the bodies had been burned during the time of chaos, but because people were more concerned with their survival they had mostly ignored the dead around them.
A huge earthquake occurred in the middle of the United States. It was tremendous and seemed to split the United States in half about where the Mississippi River is. The crack in the earth that resulted was huge, miles wide, and as it opened up the earth seemed to swallow everything. Water flowed in from the Gulf of Mexico all the way up to the Great Lakes. The Great Lakes did not exist any longer, however, as they became part of a large inland sea.

**MEGAQUAKES WORLDWIDE**

Then I saw another series of tremendous earthquakes all over the world. But they were not many, separate earthquakes, rather it was all part of one gigantic earthquake that shook the entire earth. Because of this earthquake waters overflowed their boundaries onto land all over the world. There were again huge walls of water along all of the coastal regions. This earthquake and the walls of water made the earlier ones seem small by comparison. I am not sure if the earthquake that split the United States in two was a part of this worldwide quake or not.

**PLANET X, HUGE WHIRLWIND, PEOPLE HIDING IN ROCKS**

*(More Sixth Seal)*

Next I saw a mighty wind come upon wind come upon the earth. As the wind hit, I saw people go into caves and into the cracks of rocks to try to escape its fury. It appeared to be stronger than any hurricane or tornado. It seemed that everything that had been left was now blown away. I understood, without asking, that the great worldwide earthquake and the mighty wind were somehow caused by a huge planet-like object, that had come very close to the earth and had disrupted everything. It was also made clear to me that it was very near the “end” when this happened.
FIRST TRUMPET (BURNING)

Now my perspective changed: I once again viewed the entire earth from a distance. I then saw a huge fireball, much larger than the earth, approaching our planet. It was extremely bright red and gold in color, and it engulfed the whole earth. When I witnessed this event I could not help but feel the difference between it and everything else that had occurred, and so I asked what this was that I saw. I was impressed that it was the burning of the earth that is described in the Bible.

RAPTURE JUST PRIOR TO FIRST TRUMPET
(pre-wrath)

I understood that just before the fireball’s appearance Jesus had appeared, and the good people I had seen earlier had left with Him and were no longer on the earth. The few people left behind were those wicked who had survived the earlier devastations. The picture of the earth engulfed by this huge ball of red and gold fire slowly faded away into blackness.

VISION ENDS

I was thinking that I have to go down and take care of my children so that they could be protected from the terrible things that were going to happen and then I don’t remember any more until I woke up in the hospital.”Thanks for taking a gander at all the news I have compiled here as always Stay Safe!
KIM JONG-BOOM: Crazed North Korean despot Kim Jong-un's troops blow up US aircraft carrier and shoot down bomber in propaganda video

Snaps from the secretive state's recent ballistic missile launches are shown alongside a haunting message.

By Ellie Flynn and Tom Michael
21st March 2017, 2:28 am | Updated: 21st March 2017, 12:20 pm

NORTH Korean tyrant Kim Jong-un has released a propaganda video showing a US aircraft carrier being blown up and a bomber shot down in flames.

Snaps from the secretive state’s recent ballistic missile launches are shown alongside the haunting message: “A knife will be stabbed into the throat of the carrier.”

Propaganda film shows aircraft carrier the USS Carl Vinson being targeted

MOST POPULAR

EXCLUSIVE

KYLE IN MOURNING: Jeremy Kyle's mum Nanette dies following dementia battle aged 85 as presenter jets off to Barbados with dad.
PROPHECY CONFIRM

Owuor – North Korea Missile Attack US Carrier S. Korea (3:19)

Godshealer7 – Vision US Naval Ship Bombing
NATHAN LEAL

Prophetic Alert – I Saw an Aircraft Carrier Sink
December 12, 2015
7545

By Nathan Leal

(NOTE – I have posted a few reader comments at the bottom of this page.)
I am sending out this prophetic alert because God’s people need to pray. If you have followed this ministry for any length of time, you may know that it has a history of prophetic glimpses that have been shared over the years. Some have come to pass, some are in motion, and some are still in the delay of God’s mercy.

A few nights ago, I had another prophetic dream. It happened on December 5, 2015. I shared it that day with Doug Hagmann because I wanted to find insight on the meaning. After several days of holding onto it, I now feel prompted to share it with the brethren. Please take it under prayerful consideration. If anyone has insight on this information please let me know.

**The Dream Begins**

I was in the sky looking down and saw three aircraft carriers next to one another. I heard the words, “inland.” It could have been in a shipyard, but I am not certain.

As I watched the ships from above, one of them began to rotate counter-clockwise towards the left. The ground under the turning ship was very shallow. It scraped the earth under it while it rotated. I am not certain where the ship was located. It might have been at a port. *(The ship could have been in a dry dock getting repaired, serviced, or it could have even been a brand new ship.)*

After it rotated, the carrier left the port traveling south to southwest. When it reached “deeper water” *(I heard the words – deeper water,)* it began to sink.
It did not sink entirely, but it tilted which caused the end of the ship to begin submerging causing part of its platform to go underwater.
SOME WILL DIE EARLY

Treacherous times are upon you, My children, and what is coming will be far worse. The darkness and evil that await those who are not saved now will be worse than Hollywood’s darkest horror film, for Satan’s wrath shall be upon them.

The Door is heaven is soon to be closed and the grace upon My people shall be reduced. Everyday life will be more difficult and you will strive to keep your faith alive as everything in the earth changes. Much treachery will be revealed, but much will be kept hidden.

Know in this time that what you see is not what is. Darkness lurks behind the governments you trust. Much evil is planned and will soon be released. Snares will be set for My people as the enemy’s plans are unleashed. Many who are Mine will die in this time and come home to Me, but this is My mercy on them. Those who are lukewarm will be left on the earth that their faith may be refined.

Guard your hearts, My children, for evil abounds as never before. Be careful when you think you stand, lest you fall and lose your faith.

Revelation 12:11-13

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2017/03/treacherous-times.html?mc_cid=7720ccb8a2&mc_eid=a8b5c0097c
GODSHEALER7 – I have already opened the 1st Seal, those with Understanding Know this Truth

Daughter, speak this message. Prophesy to the multitude, for I see many asleep. This is not the time to slumber. These are dangerous,
perilous times. As was written, the foolish virgins are busy spreading lies and false stories to the sheep. Not called, they in turn repeat these stories, and pass along false information, lies, to anyone seeking a sign or word of knowledge. This will remove all hope and faith. Children, you must endure many trials. You will see tribulation. Do not be deceived by liars and sorcerers. Test all spirits. My Word is Truth. The time is later than worldly men and scholars believe. I have heard and seen their lies with My own ears and eyes! You now must discern the truth. The seals as opened will create great quakes on your earth. This is the truth. I have already opened the first seal. Those having wisdom, knowledge and understanding know this truth.
REJOICING IN JUDGMENT

Rejoicing in Judgment
Posted on 12 March 2017 by Stephen Hanson

“For the judgment is merciless to one who has not shown mercy; mercy triumphs over judgment,” James 2:13.

“For you see, people rejoice in a promise that is given. Most do not rejoice when judgment is coming.

Why would some rejoice in these things and others would not?

It is because very few know why I do these things. For My intention is to bring man to a place of repentance.

But man only sees the outcome from his point of view. Very few of my own long for Me to bring judgment upon the earth.

When I come back will I find faith upon the earth?

Many of you believe, but very few truly know Me in my judgment. For judgment is not a wrecking ball, but rather, it is done in mercy. And mercy triumphs over judgment.

Why would I destroy a land never giving people a chance to repent?

Why would I destroy a people who have rebelled against Me constantly, and yet, their heart is still searching for the truth?

I extend My arm to all who would listen to Me; My gift is freely given. It is a land that is founded by your fathers and yet, you have strayed far from My purposes.

The smoke and the stench of it, has long been reaching my throne. I have grown weary and tired of waiting upon you to turn from your evil ways. The safety net has been lifted.”

Selah,
~ Stephen Hanson

https://www.hiskingdomprophecy.com/rejoicing-in-judgment/
Two End time Open Visions

(By Ken Roman)

In the summer of 1956-57 I was walking along the sidewalk of my house and all of a sudden the entire atmosphere to my right became a blinding brilliant white. I was in New Jersey about 12 miles from NYC which was to my right. The intensity of this light was so all encompassing that it totally filled the entire eastern sky. Today I can say it was at least from the George Washington Bridge to the Statue of Liberty. I was young then and really did not know what I was seeing but I kept it to myself. Only several years later when I was participating in a US Navy NBC warfare class did I realize a brilliant white sky is what results after a hydrogen bomb.

In 1983 I was in a church service being held on the ORU campus and then while standing during the worship I saw a city like any major US City but it was such that there were no cars or any vehicles and there was no activity on the street or in the buildings that were there at all. What I saw was a line of people along the curb and they were missing legs, arms, eyes, feet, hands, and more. The next thing I saw was someone going down the line and praying for them and instantly there were now legs, arms, eyes, feet, hands, and other body deformities that were no more. What amazed me was the speed of this. I could not detect anything but a touch by the person and it was literally like Bing, Bing, Bing, that quickly! Then as the vision ended the Word of the Lord came to me and He said : "The Church started in the street and will end in the street"

To God Be the Glory.
Heavenly – Instruction for the Three Days of Darkness
Word from the LORD: It Comes

Channel Deleted

- Sara Fatou Traore - Damascus and War
David Wilkerson – The Birthing of a New Holy Remnant

https://youtu.be/RWJOBYnFajE
Sound Effect – Helicopter
Johnny Baptist – Helicopter,
You are on the Red List, Come Out Now
SPECIAL PRIVILEGES TO THE RIGHTOUS WHO FEAR GOD

Ps 31:19
Oh, how great is Your goodness,
Which You have laid up for those who fear You, Which
You have prepared for those who trust in You In the
presence of the sons of men!
NKJV

Ps 11:5
5 The Lord tests the righteous,
But the wicked and the one who loves violence His
soul hates.
NKJV

Ps 33:18-19
Behold, the eye of the Lord is on those who fear Him,
On those who hope in His mercy,
19 To deliver their soul from death,
And to keep them alive in famine.
NKJV

Ps 34:15
The eyes of the Lord are on the righteous,
And His ears are open to their cry.
Ps 34:9
Oh, fear the Lord, you His saints!
There is no want to those who fear Him.

Ps 34:17-18
17 The righteous cry out, and the Lord hears,
And delivers them out of all their troubles.
18 The Lord is near to those who have a broken heart,
And saves such as have a contrite spirit.

IN CONTRAST

Ps 66:18
18 If I regard iniquity in my heart,
The Lord will not hear.
Amazingly Bill Cooper, the author of Behold a Pale Horse, made the following statement on page 177 of the book. “Can you imagine what will happen if Los Angeles is hit with a 9.0 quake, New York City is destroyed by a terrorist-planted atomic bomb, World War III breaks out in the Middle East, the banks and stock markets collapse, Extraterrestrials land on the White House lawn, food disappears from the markets, some people disappear, the Messiah presents himself to the world, and all in a very short period of time? Can you imagine? The world power structure can, and will if necessary, make some or all of these things happen to bring about the New World Order.” [“Behold A Pale Horse“, p. 177-8]
"A Prayer for Spiritual Revival":

Disturb us, Lord, to dare more boldly, To venture on wider seas Where storms will show your mastery; Where losing sight of land, We shall find the stars. We ask You to push back The horizons of our hopes; And to push into the future In strength, courage, hope, and love. Because we have dreamed too little, When we arrived safely Because we sailed too close to the shore. Disturb us, Lord, when With the abundance of things we possess We have lost our thirst For the waters of life; Having fallen in love with life, We have ceased to dream of eternity And in our efforts to build a new earth, We have allowed our vision Of the new Heaven to dim. Amen.

Sir Francis Drake
(1540 - 1596)
It was during that last visit to California that one of the incidents happened that started me on the road to accepting Christ, started me questioning Satan's claim to being more powerful than God. The high priest gathered a number of us together and told us that there was a family nearby who had been interfering with Satan. They had been converting a number of the cult members to the enemy, Jesus Christ, and were making a nuisance of themselves. Satan had given the order for them all to be killed. The high priest told us that we were all to go together in our spirit bodies (astral project), and kill them. So, we sat down in a circle with our candles in front of us and consciously left our bodies going in our spirits to the house to destroy these people. I was not at all enthusiastic about the project, but had no choice. If I had disobeyed I would have been killed.

Much to our surprise, as we arrived at the edge of this family's property, we could go no further. The whole area was surrounded by huge angels. The angels stood side by side holding hands. They were dressed in long white robes and stood so close together that their shoulders touched. They had no armor or weapons. Nobody could get through them, no matter how we tried. Any kind of weapon used merely bounced off of them doing them no harm. They laughed at us at first, daring us to come ahead and try to get through them. The other cult members got more and more furious with each passing moment. Suddenly their countenances changed and the fierce look from their eyes made all of us fall backwards onto the ground. A very humbling experience, I might add!

I will never forget — as I sat on the ground looking up at them, one of the angels looked directly into my eyes and said to me in the most loving voice I had ever heard, “Won't you please accept Jesus as your Lord? If you pursue the course you are taking you
will be destroyed. Satan really hates you, but Jesus loves you so much that He died for you. Please consider turning your life over to Jesus.” That was the end of the battle for me. I refused to try any longer to get through. I was very shaken. The others tried for awhile longer, but none succeeded. I doubt the family ever knew of the battle going on outside their house. They were completely protected! We called this particular type of special angels “link angels.” Absolutely nothing can get through them. I was secretly thankful that we did not get through and the link angels had given me much to think about.
What it means to Pray Through

Personal experiences in the availing and prevailing intercessory ministry of Sister E. J. Dabney, as related in an interview and through letters to Sarah Foulkes Moore.

My first acquaintance with Sister Dabney was gained through letters which she sent to a friend from Norfolk, Va., describing the prayer revival which the Lord gave her in that southern city. These letters so stirred me that I made carbon copies of them and mailed them out to prayer group leaders in Los Angeles. All who read the letters were given a new vision of what it really means to "pray through." Later, Sister Dabney came to Pastor Couche's Church at 33rd and Compton, Los Angeles, where in a prayer revival of a few weeks, God saved almost 200 souls and baptised as many with the Holy Ghost and fire.

Sister Dabney is a sister who makes prayer a business. If she sleeps at all, it is to be refreshed to resume her day and night vigils of prayer and waiting on God. She confines herself to one simple meal a day. She never indulges in any personal friendships, nor does she have light conversation with anyone. Usually she comes quietly to a meeting an hour before the time announced and begins to pray. When the meeting is over she slips quietly away to her room where her REAL ministry of travail for the deliverance of souls is carried on, far into the night.

In an interview Sister Dabney revealed how she came to enter this effective work for God and for souls. Her husband is a preacher. He was sent from a prosperous church in Philadelphia to labour in a poor one. At their first meeting no one was present but themselves. She saw it was going to be a
difficult field for it was in the most wicked part of the city. She was made to know that nothing but prayer would touch the situation. She determined to give herself to prayer. She made a vow to God that if He would send sinners to that place and save them, she would give herself three days and three nights each week in the Church to prayer for three years. She vowed during two of these years to fast as well as pray. When she first told her husband of her intentions, he was unwilling to have her spend three days and nights each week in the mission alone in prayer. But the Lord made him to know it was of Him so he took her the next morning early to the river side where she knelt and made her vow unto the Lord.

As soon as this little wife of a hard-pressed minister began to pray alone in her husband's mission, God began to work. Sinners were sent in and soon their little hall was crowded out. Her husband asked her to pray for a larger place. God moved a merchant out of a nicer and larger building across the street and gave them this building. As she continued to pray day and night three days a week in her husband's new church it, too, was crowded out. Again her husband asked her to pray for a larger church. She did and God gave them a fine large church on a main boulevard in the same neighbourhood. Always the meetings were packed out and souls were delivered from sin and believers baptised in multitudes.

One morning at the church door as she was entering to keep her vow of prayer the Lord met her and said, "Go Home." But she did not want to go home. She wanted to pray. Then He asked her if she knew what day it was. She felt led to open her purse and read her vow and discovered from the date on the vow that she had exactly completed the three years she had given to God for prayer. Even though the Lord had shown her that her vow had been fulfilled, she wanted to go into the church and adore and worship Him, but He said again, "Go Home."

She obeyed, everything about her seeming to praise and worship the Lord. When she got home the Lord drew her inside. Her soul was exalting in His Presence. Then He said to her "Go to the basement." She was afraid of the dark basement and hesitated. Why should the Lord ask her to go to such a place? She said, "Lord, if you are going to take me home to glory, first let me see my husband and son." She was afraid the Lord was going to take her home in the midst of all this rejoicing. But she put on perfectly new pumps and went to the basement. Instead of darkness it was filled with a wondrous light. Then the
Lord spoke to her again and said, "You have prayed through. Now I have come to bless you."

From the ceiling a fountain poured forth living water and this water rose higher and higher until it engulfed her. The joy and the presence of the Lord was so gloriously manifest to her that she began to dance. The Lord told her wherever she went and prayed He would deliver sinners from their sins, and fill believers with the Holy Spirit. She danced the heels and toes off her brand-new pumps.

This happened six years ago, and God has kept His word. Wherever Sister Dabney goes and gives herself to prayer, sinners are delivered and the saints are filled with the Holy Ghost and fire. Thus the Lord mightily anointed her to pray. She does not preach but only counsels saints and sinners to seek the Lord till He is found. The following letters written in the midst of her prayer revival in Norfolk, Va., give an intimate insight into her life of prevailing prayer,

[12] AE vol. 7, no. 6, May 1941
The yearning to know what cannot be known, to comprehend the incomprehensible, to touch and taste the unapproachable, arises from the image of God in the nature of man. Deep calleth unto deep, and though polluted and landlocked by the mighty disaster theologians call the Fall, the soul senses its origin and longs to return to its source.
Eyes of Faith
(Goiter Lady)

Eyes of Faith

Jesus went about... teaching... preaching... and healing.
—Matthew 4:23

Scripture reading: Isaiah 58:8–12

One day, a young woman from a place called Ramsbottom came to be healed of an enlargement of her thyroid gland. Before she came she said, “I am going to be healed of this goiter, Mother.” After one meeting she came forward and was prayed for. The next meeting she got up and testified that she had been wonderfully healed. She said, “I will be so happy to go and tell Mother about my healing.”

She went to her home and testified to her wonderful healing. The next year when we were having the convention, she came again. From a human perspective, it looked as though the goiter was just as big as ever, but that young woman was believing God. Soon she was on her feet giving her testimony, saying, “I was here last year, and the Lord wonderfully healed me. I want to tell you that this has been the best year of my life.” She seemed to be greatly blessed in that meeting, and she went home to testify more strongly than ever that the Lord had healed her.

She believed God. The third year, she was at the meeting again, and some people who looked at her said, “How big that goiter has become!” But when the time came for testimonies, she was on her feet and testified, “Two years ago, the Lord gloriously healed me of a goiter. I had a most wonderful healing. It is grand to be healed by the power of God.” That day someone questioned her and said, “People will think there is something the matter with you. Why don’t you look in the mirror? You will see that your goiter is bigger than ever.” The young woman went to the Lord about it and said, “Lord, You so wonderfully healed me two years ago. Won’t You show all the people that You healed me?” She went to sleep peacefully that night still believing God. When she came down the next day, there was not a trace or a mark of that goiter.

Thought for today: A faint heart can never have a gift. Two things are essential: first, love; second, determination—a boldness of faith that will cause God to fulfill His Word.
"[A]bout the time of the end, in all probability, a body of men will be raised up, who will turn their attention to the prophecies, and insist upon their literal interpretation in the midst of much clamor and opposition.[65]"

Syrian Refugee Mother Tells Christian Worker, 'God Doesn't Love Us - He Only Loves Americans'

Syrian refugee mothers suffering in makeshift camps across Turkey have expressed a belief that God has "forgotten" them and only cares for Americans, a Christian missionary has revealed. Syrian refugee children in a Turkish refugee camp. AP photo

Syrian refugee mothers suffering in makeshift camps across Turkey have expressed a belief that God has "forgotten" them and only cares for Americans, a Christian missionary has revealed.

A Christian leader based in Turkey whose ministry provides aid in unofficial refugee camps shared with Christian Aid Mission that often, Syrian mothers bring their children to aid workers and ask missionaries to pray over them.

"They bring their children to us for prayer," he said. "We ask, 'What would you like us to pray for your child?' They say, 'May they grow up to live a better life. and be healthy.'"

"They are more concerned about their children and ask us for milk, baby food and blankets for their little ones," the director added, explaining that while they have little hope for their own lives, the mothers hope their children will be able to live a better life someday.

The ministry director shared the story of one Syrian woman, whose husband had died fighting for Syrian government forces battling Islamic insurgents. She and her three children, a teen boy and twin 4-year-olds, had gone to Istanbul, Turkey where they begged in order to survive.

Iran Now Has One of Fastest Growing Christian Population As More Muslims Are Having Dreams and Visions of Jesus

Despite severe persecution and acts of terror from ISIS headlining the front pages, Christianity remains strong and is, in fact, a fast growing religion in Iran - one of the most hardline Islamic countries in the world today.

In a report from CBN, wherein the interviewees - Iranians visiting Kurdistan - have requested anonymity for their protection, former Muslims are revealing that many are coming to Jesus through supernatural dreams and visions. The dreams are giving them hope amidst the desperation and hardship facing many in the Islamic Republic today.

"Dennis," one such ex-Muslim who had converted to Christianity after having a dream about Jesus, admits that desperation in Iran is driving more people to run to Christ as the answer to their predicament.

"Yes, many people are coming to Christ through a dream. You cannot imagine how Jesus is appearing to them...You know the experience that the Iranian people are passing through right now is very difficult. The only one who can change that situation is Christ Himself," Dennis said.

INTENSIFIED PREVAILING PRAYER

Intensified prevailing prayer is God’s ordained law and method for implementing His redemptive plan in this age till Jesus returns. It is the highest, holiest, and mightiest effort of which a child of God is capable. It is God’s chosen way to bring heaven’s power, heaven’s resources, and heaven’s angels into action on earth. Spurgeon says, “He who knows how to overcome with God in prayer has heaven and earth at his disposal.” 1 Intensified prayer is clothed with the might of God Himself.

Duewel, Wesley L. (2013-08-20). Mighty Prevailing Prayer:
“Not called!' did you say?

'Not heard the call,' I think you should say.

Put your ear down to the Bible, and hear Him bid you go and pull sinners out of the fire of sin. Put your ear down to the burdened, agonized heart of humanity, and listen to its pitiful wail for help. Go stand by the gates of hell, and hear the damned entreat you to go to their father's house and bid their brothers and sisters and servants and masters not to come there. Then look Christ in the face — whose mercy you have professed to obey — and tell Him whether you will join heart and soul and body and circumstances in the march to publish His mercy to the world.”

— William Booth
Humility in Daily Life

00- Humility by Andrew Murray – Tribulation Now

(6 minutes)

If someone says, ‘I love God,’ but hates a Christian brother or sister, that person is a liar; for if we don’t love people we can see, how can we love God, whom we have not seen? (1 John 4:20) Here’s a sobering thought: God measures our love for Him by the love we show our brothers and sisters in every day fellowship with them. It is a serious thing to realize that our love for God just isn’t genuine if it fails the test of daily life with our fellow human beings. The same thing is true with humility. It is easy to think we humble ourselves before God. But humility before people is the only real proof that our humility before God is more than just a figment of our imagination. It is the only true evidence that humility has made a home in our hearts and become our nature. How can we know that we, like Christ, have made ourselves of no reputation? By the reality check of daily life. When in God’s presence humility has become more than just a feeling we have when we think about Him or pray, but instead the very Spirit of our lives, it will show itself in the way we treat our brothers and sisters.
OSWALD CHAMBERS

My Unstoppable Determination for His Holiness. “Whether it means life or death—it makes no difference!” (see 1:21). Paul was determined that nothing would stop him from doing exactly what God wanted. But before we choose to follow God's will, a crisis must develop in our lives. This happens because we tend to be unresponsive to God's gentler nudges. He brings us to the place where He asks us to be our utmost for Him and we begin to debate. He then providentially produces a crisis where we have to decide—for or against. That moment becomes a great crossroads in our lives. If a crisis has come to you on any front, surrender your will to Jesus absolutely and irrevocably.
Will You Go Out Without Knowing?

“He went out, not knowing where he was going” (Hebrews 11:8).

Have you ever “gone out” in this way? If so, there is no logical answer possible when anyone asks you what you are doing. One of the most difficult questions to answer in Christian work is, “What do you expect to do?” You don’t know what you are going to do. The only thing you know is that God knows what He is doing. Continually examine your attitude toward God to see if you are willing to “go out” in every area of your life, trusting in God entirely. It is this attitude that keeps you in constant wonder, because you don’t know what God is going to do next. Each morning as you wake, there is a new opportunity to “go out,” building your confidence in God. “... do not worry about your life... nor about the body...” (Luke 12:22). In other words, don't worry about the things that concerned you before you did “go out.”

Have you been asking God what He is going to do? He will never tell you. God does not tell you what He is going to do—He reveals to you who He is. Do you believe in a miracle-working God, and will you “go out” in complete surrender to Him until you are not surprised one iota by anything He does?

Believe God is always the God you know Him to be when you are nearest to Him. Then think how unnecessary and disrespectful worry is! Let the attitude of your life be a continual willingness to “go out” in dependence upon God, and your life will have a sacred and inexpressible charm about it that is very satisfying to Jesus. You must learn to “go out” through your convictions, creeds, or experiences until you come to the point in your faith where there is nothing between yourself and God.
but I’m Going to Get Your Cancer Out

Holy Desperation – Carter Conlon – The Feet Coming Down the Hallway
Leonard Ravenhill – Uncompromising Gospel (4:50)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IoOgBxrwCo
"I DECLARE the abundant grace of God to surround me throughout the day in Jesus name"

"I DECLARE the Crystal River of Life to wash my soul scars away from me in Jesus name"

"I DECLARE the Blood of the Lamb of God to wash my robe white and sanctify me"

"I declare no weapon raised against me shall prosper, neither earthly nor spiritual, for who can be against me if God is for me"

"Thank you holy Father and mighty king Yeshua for this day. Help me bring just one more to the gates of the Kingdom. I am your bond servant, you are my God"
APOCALYPTIC BULLETS

http://youtu.be/w-0TEJMJOhk

PLAY - Apocalyptic Bullet Points w Weird Al George Carlin Foil Song (combined)
OLD PROPHECIES

BETRAYAL IS COMING TO THIS VERY NATION
(BETTE STEVENS)
IRAN (LYBIA) NUKE'S ISRAEL
As the earth zoomed up into my view, I first saw the whole world, and then various countries. It was made clear to me that in the future there would be wars and troubles, including nuclear attacks in various places of the world, and a view of how it would start was given. I am not familiar with the geography of the world, but as I looked at the various lands before my view I instinctively knew what countries they were. Looking at the Middle East, I watched as a missile flew from Libya and hit Israel. The mushroom cloud that resulted from the blast was visible, and I knew that the missile contained a nuclear bomb. I was aware that those responsible for the missile were Iranian, but the missile had been hidden and fired from within the borders of Libya.

OTHER NUCLEAR MISSILES FIRED
Almost immediately after this, other missiles began flying from one country to another, quickly spreading war around the world. I also saw that many nuclear explosions did not come from missiles but from bombs of some kind on the ground.
LORD'S "PERFECT" SIGN
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“The time has come for a correction to be made to the human heart. There is an adjustment coming that will produce My desired effect! The mountains will move and the nations will tremble at the sound of My voice. *(He impressed in my heart an increase of earthquake activities, even here in the States).* I have spoken once in My anger and I will speak again to a nation that has forsaken My Laws and the Ways of My Son. I will stand and judge a people who live by the laws of self. For the hour has come for My righteous correction to be revealed to a rebellious people. America, I have waited patiently for the fruit of repentance but I only hear weeping, carnage, and the shedding of innocent blood! I will remove your king to prove to you that I am sovereign. I will prove that My plans will always prevail.
Even still I will not get the glory from those who think I Am as they are. For they have lost the focus and have blurred My purpose to their children’s children.

What shall I do? What shall I say? I will judge righteously and I will speak clearly. My actions will not be in a corner, hidden for those who guess about My intentions. It will be plain as the noon day sun. Your tipping point is here America. Your overload is complete. What will you do without Me? Nothing!
The arrest of a couple suspected of killing and eating dozens of victims in Krasnodar is but the latest in a string of cannibalism cases in Russia. Fueled by mental illness, desperation and perverse fantasy, their oddness doesn’t detract from the shocking cruelty.

**Selfies with human remains: Russian ‘cannibal couple’ detained after gruesome find**

**Goth teen eats female admirer with potatoes & onions**

Sixteen-year-old schoolgirl Karina Rudushyan’s loved 19-year-old goth Maksim Glavatskikh but her feelings went unrequited.

On January 19, 2009 she thought everything could change when Maksim, described as charismatic and sociable, invited her to his apartment where he was partying with friends. When she arrived, Maksim ushered most of the guests out. Karina went to the bathroom, filled the tub with hot water, undressed and got inside.

Soon after, Glavatskikh joined her. He then sneezed three times – a prearranged signal according to prosecutors – and his friend Yuri Mozhenkov burst in. Together they held Karina’s head underwater until she drowned.
More Muslims have come to faith in Christ in this generation than in the last 14 centuries of Islam combined. The Church in Iran is now estimated to be between 1 million and 3 million strong.

That's the analysis of Shadi Fatehi from the PARS Theological Center in London, England, speaking at a suburban church in Minneapolis earlier this month.

In 1979, the Islamic Revolution occurred in Iran when the Ayatollah Khomeini overthrew the Shah of Iran, and Iran became one of the only theocratic Islamic countries in the whole world.

It was the year that Presbyterian missionaries were kicked out of the country after serving faithfully for about 150 years since the 1830s—accused of being CIA agents—and the church was concerned about what was going to happen in that country.

"Everyone thought that the church would be entirely closed down, and that Christianity—the little remnants that still existed—would die down," said Fatehi.

"At the time there were only 350 Christians living in Iran from a Muslim background. Today, 40 years later, the statistics are about 1,000,000 to 3,000,000 Christians from a Muslim background living in Iran today."
Syrian Pastor Says 'Hundreds of Thousands of Muslims' Coming to Christ: 'God is Moving'
Muslim Woman Who 'Hated Christians' Converts After Jesus Appears in Dream, Tells Her to Attend Church

A devout Muslim woman who harbored a deep hatred of Christians converted to Christianity after Jesus appeared to her in a dream and told her to visit a local church.

According to Christian Aid Mission, the young woman, whose name was not disclosed for security reasons, lived in Turkey's Black Sea coast along with her devout Muslim family. One Sunday, she showed up at the church of Pastor Matte, the leader of an indigenous ministry reaching Turkey's 56-percent Muslim population.

Through tears, she told the pastor she had seen him preach on weekly Web posts of the church's services.

"I did not know you, and I hated the Christians, and for this reason I was intending to make fun of you when I started watching your videos in the Internet," she said. "But the things I was hearing from you spoke to me of the love I was always looking for, and the words of faith and courage were doing away with my fears."

Her heart transformed by the truth of the Gospel, the young woman converted to Christianity. However, fearing for her life, she was hesitant to attend a worship service. That is, until Jesus appeared to her in a dream.

Muslim Who Tried to Kill Pastor Embraces Christianity After Dreaming of Man with 'Nail Scarred Hands'

By LEAH MARCANN YELLET (memoir project) | Mar 27, 2017 - 12:54 PM EDT | 0 Comments

Central African Republic is ranked 51th on the World Watch List of 50 countries where it is most difficult to be a Christian, according to Open Doors AP Photo

A Muslim extremist who dedicated his life to persecuting Christians embraced the religion he once despised after a man with nail-scarred hands appeared in his dreams.

As the dedicated leader of a mosque in a central African country, Ibin Yakubu routinely targeted Christians, and even attempted to kill the pastor of a local church, according to a report from Bibles for MidEast, an underground Christian ministry that distributes Bibles and conducts evangelism in Asia, South Africa and the Middle East.

However, after witnessing an angel thwart his attempts to kill the pastor, Yakubu was shaken and became increasingly curious about the Christian faith.

During Friday's Day of Assembly at the mosque, another religious leader warned Muslims not to believe the Christians nor attend their prayer meetings. The Imam shared how, during the time of the prophet Moses in Egypt, many black magicians performed miracles before King Pharaoh. But with power given to him from God, Moses destroyed such miracles.

"So don't believe and follow the black magic done by Christian followers," the Imam cautioned them. "Be on the alert!"

Powerful Shaman Embraces Christianity on Deathbed After Dreaming of Man in 'Brilliant White Robe'

By LEAH MARCELA KILETT / GospelHerald.com | JUL 10, 2017 20:44 AM EDT | 0 Comment

A powerful Shaman embraced Christianity in China after dreaming of a man in brilliant white robe. Open Doors USA

The Shaman of a village in northwest China has shared how she embraced Christianity after dreaming of a man dressed in a "brilliant white robe" while on her deathbed.

Persecution watchdog Open Doors USA shares the story of Ting, a Shaman widely respected for her ability to connect with demons of the spiritual world. Villagers in the surrounding area would seek her out for her wisdom, asking her questions like, "Who should I marry? What must I do to be successful? What does my future hold? Have I offended the spirits?"

However, Ting’s talents and involvement with dark spirits came with a price. Her health began to rapidly deteriorate, and in just a few days, she was bedridden and completely paralyzed.

Doctors were unable to diagnose Ting or explain her mysterious illness. Aware that every moment could be her last, the elderly woman felt terrified, unsure of what faced her after death.
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Former President Obama said in his speech today that we don’t need a savior or messiah. Listen.... everything I have been warning you about is coming to past. Keep being blind. He used those specific words for a reason.

[BREAKING NEWS]

OBAMA: “This election is more important than any I can remember”

TRUMP LOOKING TO INVESTIGATE NYT AFTER OP-ED

https://www.facebook.com/100000233350348/posts/2418737268144028/

**OBAMA** **MSNBC** State ‘You Don’t Need a Savior or Messiah’
Kissing Cousins? Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton Share Royal Ancestry

News Staff (Apr 20, 2016)

Talk about a family feud!

(United Kingdom)—The news is currently circulating in several media outlets that Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton and her Republican rival, Donald Trump, are distant cousins. However, the story actually broke almost two years ago in the UK-based Daily Mail, but nonetheless, it’s still interesting, especially considering that each is a leading candidate in one of the two main political parties and seems to have a decent chance, at least at this point in time, of winning the presidential race. (Photo: AP/via United With Israel)

Trump’s latest nickname for Clinton is "Crooked Hillary." She doesn’t seem to like him much either. But then again, isn’t that often the case with relatives?

The two candidates, it seems, are 19th cousins, descending from 14th-century 1st Duke of Lancaster John of Gaunt and his third wife Katherine Swynford, according to the ancestry site MyHeritage.com.

According to historical records, Swynford was Gaunt’s mistress, but they married after he divorced his wife.

"Clinton claims the lineage to her 18th great-grandparents through the Rodham family of her father’s side, while Trump is related to her through his mother Mary Anne Macleod, who was born in Scotland. The common relative means that the Democrat and Republican are 19th cousins," the Daily Mail reported.

"John of Gaunt, a royal in the 14th century, was the son of King Edward III and featured in the Shakespearean play Richard II, named after his nephew," the Mail continued.

Then again, if we go back far enough, aren’t we all related?

One thing they do have in common is that they both offered strong support for Israel in their recent AIPAC speeches. Let’s hope that if one of these candidates is elected, he or she will stay true to that promise.
ANOTHER HYPERCYCLE

• THREE DAYS OF DARKNESS
  (Oct 31, 2018)

• NEW HYPERCYCLE 11.11
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SAID PEOPLE WERE EXTREMELY DEPRESSED, UPSET AND AGITATED

SAID HIS AIR FORCE FRIEND SAID HE BELIEVES THEY ARE PREPARING FOR WORLD WAR 3
Rev 8:5 (NKJV)   "pure" (NKJV)   "great tribulation" (NKJV)   More tabs

A Multitude from the Great Tribulation

9 After these things I looked, and behold, a great multitude which no one could number, of all nations, tribes, peoples, and tongues, standing before the throne and before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, with palm branches in their hands, and crying out with a loud voice, saying, "Salvation belongs to our God who sits on the throne, and to the Lamb!" 10 All the angels stood around the throne and the elders and the four living creatures, and fell on their faces before the throne and worshiped God, 12 saying:

"Amen! Blessing and glory and wisdom, Thanksgiving and honor and power and might, Be to our God forever and ever. Amen."

13 Then one of the elders answered, saying to me, "Who are these arrayed in white robes, and where did they come from?"

14 And I said to him, "Sir, you know."

So he said to me, "These are the ones who come out of the great tribulation, and washed their robes and made them white in the blood of the Lamb. 15 Therefore they are before the throne of God, and serve Him day and night in His temple. And He who sits on the throne will dwell among them. 16 They shall neither hunger anymore nor thirst anymore; the sun shall not strike them, nor any heat; 17 for the Lamb who is in the midst of the throne will shepherd them and lead them to living fountains of waters." And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes."
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2019

**Attacks on Emotions**

My Enemy has begun attacking the emotions of My Children. You must steel yourself against these attacks, My Children.

Fear is sent to nullify your faith just as chaos is sent that you might get out of order and lust is sent to remove your covering of protection and give your enemy inroads into your life to destroy.

Every emotion your enemy provokes has a purpose that is against My Purposes for your life.

Pray, My children. Do you not know that prayer is your greatest weapon in this time? You could have so much more blessing if only you would give yourselves to prayer.

Glynda Lomax

DONE AND DONE (above)
If You Will Not Fight

By Glynda Lomax on Mar 04, 2019 12:00 am

Be not ignorant of Satan’s devices for he seeks to destroy you and all you hold dear. Do not be deceived into thinking you do not need to be aware, for that is what he would have you to believe.

Satan’s easiest victims are those who are unconcerned about him and those who do not believe he is real. If he were not real, I would not have warned you about him. If there were no battle, you would have no need of weaponry. Do not be deceived, My Children, into believing there is no fight.

In times soon coming, you will fight with all your might just to stay alive. Those who do not fight will die. Many will not fulfill their purposes because of this. Those who are passive are easy targets for the enemy.

It is your choice – if you do not believe what I have told you in My Word and you will not fight with what I have given you, you will lose. You cannot win a battle you will not fight. I have given you all you need.
Don’t Say You Have Not Been Warned!

in sharing this, I want to make it clear that this is a prophetic dream that God shared with me.

I have never visited the establishment mentioned and other than in the Spirit, I have no idea whether it actually physically exists in the natural or whether God purely used it for the purpose of this dream.

Some time ago The Holy Spirit led me into a heavenly dream. Heavenly dreams are different by nature than ordinary dreams — they are an open vision shared with us in our sleep and are powerful instruments of The Holy Spirit to communicate hidden mysteries to us that we otherwise would never come to know.

In this dream, I was invited to a “Revival” in one of the foremost and well known churches in Johannesburg area that I had never visited or seen before. This church was led by someone who has boosted his own popularity in recent years and has used several connections to set him up as a recognised and leading authority in religious circles.

As I entered this building, it was absolutely magnificent in the way it had been designed.

It was clear in all of the finishes, that money abounded and that there was certainly no shortage of it.

A beautiful carpeted stairway, tapering and broadening towards the top, with large natural yellow-wood balustrades on each side, led the way to the top of an elevated platform where a baptismal pool was situated.

The area surrounding the pool was generous, allowing for people to be able to view the baptisms and was covered by a luxurious thick carpet on the floor.

This area was shaped like a hexagon and elevated over the main arena and had a balustrade that allowed for open viewing from below.

Extended cables coming from the roof seemed to help in supporting this suspended, almost “floating” area above the arena.

The arena was ahead of me and open areas flowed on either side of the stairway allowing, free access to the main floor.
As I entered, I could already hear the sound of hundreds, maybe even thousands of youngsters who filled the place, who were singing, dancing and excitingly rejoicing with flags waving everywhere.

The place was packed to capacity and the atmosphere was loaded with what seemed like the “Anointing”. The band and sound was super professional and there was not a thing out of place.

The leader was on top of his game and “on fire,” ministering to these kinds from the platform.

Kids were falling all over the place, shaking and laughing. The atmosphere was loaded and it seemed that there was a powerful outpouring of God in these kids and in this place.

The baptismal pool was overflowing as kids were baptised — the area upstairs were filled to capacity with people watching, as many lay on the carpet who had fallen out in the pool while being baptised and had to be carried out of the water.

It truly seemed as if God had chosen to visit this place in person!

Although I had come there for the first time, these meetings had been ongoing on a nightly basis for some time and people were visiting from everywhere!

Then I found myself walking deeper into the building, to look for the Men’s Room. I walked along what seemed to be the inside open corridor of the building, passing by a few private offices as I did, and then I reached a door that I opened, as I stepped through the door, I found myself outside — I had stepped out the back door and was standing at the back of the building.

In front of me there were hundreds of kids laying on either side of the stairs that led down this exit to the back. They had been carried out back to recover. Some were jerking, some laughing, others periodically barfed.

What I saw next I will never forget :-

Looking at these kids, they seemed to be filled with The Holy Spirit in their expression, laughing, etc..

But suddenly, and without warning, their faces seemed to become transparent — almost as if disappearing into the background, and I found myself staring into the faces of demons looking back me, laughing at me from inside these kids!
They had fully possessed them and were causing their bodies to shake and jerk, riddled and controlled by their power!

Suddenly to my horror, I realised that these kids had not been filled with The Holy Spirit, but with demonic powers! It was not a Holy Spirit Revival, but a demonic impartation into the lives of hundreds of kids who had been exposed, while believing they were encountering The Holy Spirit of God!

Then The LORD spoke to me and said :-

“This is what is going to happen to those who submit themselves under false teachers and leaders, who have been lured into the trap of being obsessed with fame and fortune, who have been blinded by false doctrines and have embraced the teachings of demons. They will become agents of satan, used to mimic the real — to lure the innocent and the non-discerning to be brought under satan’s spell, just as they gave themselves to be bewitched! They will deceive many using clever arguments, false teachings, and abusing their appointed positions and self imposed titles!”

The LORD said that the “Root and the fruit” will become more important than ever when it comes to His People.

“Everyone uses the scriptures as “My word” — it is only those who are My Own who are able to discern My Voice! In the last days, it will not matter whether you know or follow the letter, for the master deceiver of all men will use the very same to confuse a great many. It will only matter whether you truly know Me, and if you are truly possessed by Me and led of My Spirit — if you know My Voice! If you are truly a part of Me and I of you — for only My Holy Spirit will be able to lead you to discern and to test the spirits, to correctly discern what is of Me — and what it cloaked in what seems to come from Me!”

A few days ago I received the sad and shocking news that miracle services were now conducted where money was being received, and people being encouraged to lay thousands of Rands($) on the platform, before this particular preacher in my dream, would pray for them to receive the miracles they came for!

WITH EMPOWERMENT, COMES PERSECUTION
New Evils
By Glynda Lomax on Mar 02, 2019 12:00 am

My Children, new evils will come to light in this time. Evils that have been hidden from view until now. Watch carefully, you will see the signs of them as they emerge from the shadows.

These evils will make you gaze in horror as you think it can get no worse, and then it will get worse.

Satan has come down to you in great wrath, for he has but a short time to enhance his kingdom.

Stay near Me, and all will be well for you. Pray for the protection of your loved ones and I will watch over them.

***
**Quiet Before the Storm**

By Glynda Lomax on Feb 25, 2019 12:36 am

My Children, in times coming, watch for the quiet before the storm.

There will be a period of time where tensions will escalate and then escalate more quickly. Then there will be a sort of quiet...this is the quiet before the storm that is coming that will change all of your lives.

When this storm comes, there will be no question about what is happening. You will not wonder if it is the storm you were watching for. It will be a storm you can do nothing to effect or stop. It will be a storm that leads into other storms, all of them filled with great suffering and much misery. As you watch it all unfold, you will think it cannot get worse, and then it will. And then it will get even worse.

My judgments are not easy for man to bear, My Children, but I have given many warnings and sent many prophets to those people and those nations that needed to repent, and finally I can wait no longer.

The portions of My Word you have hidden in your heart will be of great comfort to you in this time, My Children.
With Empowerment Comes Persecution!

by Lonnie Mackley Jan. 12th. 2019

Very soon many of you are going to see the Lord start doing amazing miracles through you as you pray for people. People will be genuinely healed, evil spirits will be cast out, and the baptism of the Holy Spirit will accompany every believer that wants it. It will be a time of great celebration and rejoicing, but it will also be a time of great persecution as the enemy tries to knock you off your game in order to get you to shrink back and slow down. One of the main reasons that God has been allowing certain problems to come and challenge us is because He wants to draw out and expose our weak areas before this outpouring so that we can recognize them and allow Him to help us to get rid of them, because these will be the very areas we will most get attacked in.

If you have read through the book of Acts then you have probably noticed a pattern of Holy Spirit outpouring and then also persecution over and over again. You can expect this same scenario to also repeat itself in this last harvest. The attacks will come through jealous Pharisaical Christians, the occult, the government, family, friends, and even the medical profession as mass amounts of people get healed by Jesus and medical revenues drop. But if you will stay the course and not shrink back or get in your flesh you will see God's purposes win out every single time. You see, God's plan is guaranteed to win every time as long as we do not give up or give in to temptation. Your job is just to stay clean, obedient, and filled up with the Holy Spirit and God's love everyday.

The best thing you can do when you are attacked is to hold your peace, ignore it, and pray if need be. Don't let slander, accusations, or false-guilt creep into your thinking and understand that we are all still a work in progress. We all have to minister flawed so stop thinking that you have to be perfect to minister, you just have to be willing! Know too that you will be betrayed by some people close to you and this will likely hurt a lot so pray for these people instead of talking about it with everyone, and know that God will bring justice at the proper time. Stay on mission no matter what and don't let yourself be distracted for any reason. These are days of great victory and harvest, but remember this is a war, and although empowerment comes with persecution, we always win!

***
2-15-2019 0800am

Terry tell them of the impending judgement. Tell them of the end of My book. Tell them of My prophets of old. The time they spoke of is now upon you. My people feel it. Sadly, many are not preparing or seeking Me with all their hearts. Warn them My son. Every word, verse, and chapter of My book will come to pass. My remnant will receive their glory. Their light will shine brightly. All will see the change in them. Many will be saved because they have seen, but My people who believed and worked on faith alone will be rewarded greatly. They will dine with Me and My Bride. Woe to those who do not see! The wrath to come will not be quenched. Follow Me My children. The time is at hand.

Ezekiel 38-39

Zech 1-3
Assignments Against the Prophetic

By Glynda Lomax on Jan 22, 2019 12:00 am

My Children, new assignments are being issued against My True Prophets who are speaking My True Words and preaching against sin in the Earth. My True Prophets are those who tell you of the coming destruction.

I desire you would pray for them. Pray for their protection and fruitfulness in this time for many of them are being called home soon as their work is done, they have suffered much, and I desire they would not see the evil to come. Fewer will be required in what is coming as most of the wicked will refuse to listen then as they do now.

Pray for My Prophets, My Children. Pray for their protection that they may complete their assignments in the earth. Pray for their fruitfulness, that they may receive all I have to speak to them in this time before their time is done.
Finish Line

A time is coming soon when some of My People will be cut off. They will be cut off from communicating with My other children. They will be cut off from things they need. Pray now, My Children, for these times, for some will not survive this if you do not pray.

I have told you many intense events are about to happen in your world. Some of them will be so horrific, your mind will have difficulty accepting what has happened. Be careful that you do not let down your guard in these times, for the enemy seeks to attack you if you do. Keep moving forward. Keep your eyes on the finish line.

Keep your eyes on Me, for you are all coming home soon.
Wings of Prophecy

THURSDAY, JANUARY 3, 2019

Make Ready

The Lion of Judah is roaring. I saw Him in the Spirit and He is terrifyingly fierce! He is roaring to let the enemy know his time is up. He is roaring over the slaughter of His enemies, and He wants you to know this is a year of Recompense — both good and evil. Those who have done good will be recompensed with good many times over. Those who have done evil will be recompensed with evil many times over. Many people have done some good and some evil, they will be recompensed accordingly. Prepare to receive your recompense.

For those of you who have sown into My Kingdom, get ready to receive a harvest at My Hand for you shall indeed enjoy blessings on earth as well as in heaven. You have pondered the lies of the enemy that your life would not ever get better but I say to you, believe Me instead! Believe I am a Rewarder of those who diligently seek Me.

Make room! Make room! Make room to receive the blessings you have asked Me for! You must make room in your life for what you are asking of Me. You must be ready to receive it now. You must search your heart and ascertain it is what you really want. I am answering prayers for many of My Children now, but you must make ready.

***
Transcript:
Speak now, son of man. Speak of the season. Speak of My time. This is the season of grace, for in your weakness you have gained strength. Do not waiver! Do not waiver at this hour! Today's time comes but once. Have you served Me or yourself? You asked forgiveness, but have you forgiven? You will stand in front of Me, and all questions will be answered. While there is still time, do unto others what you would have done unto you.

“TODAY'S TIME COMES BUT ONCE” 

---

MaryLee Somers

Sat, Jan 12, 2:39 PM (1 day ago)
Politically Irrevocable
By Glynda Lomax on Jan 16, 2019 12:00 am

A time of great sadness is coming to America. There is much death coming in an event just ahead that will sadden many hearts.

Pray, My Children – pray that I spare the lost from this event, that they not go to an eternity without Me, for it is not My Will they perish.

NOTE: I saw something in the spirit had happened and I heard the words “Politically Irrevocable,” but I can’t see the event. I see a big mess at the White House because of this – like a mess between the people there (though things are a mess there already) and it looks like our country has suffered a wound that cannot be undone, but I have no sense of what has happened, I just keep seeing the mess at the white house and hearing “Politically Irrevocable.”
Anyway here goes. The sequence I am watching (as a Watchman of the Lord) begins with Mt. Popocatepetl in Mexico. There will be a sudden very powerful eruption that will blow its lid off. Within hours an 8+ magnitude earthquake will strike Mexico City and virtually level it. Thousands will be killed. Hundreds of thousands will be injured. And millions will be displaced from their homes. The economy of Mexico, bad as its, will collapse except for precious metal values. There will be anarchy throughout the land.
This event will radically increase pressure on the San Andreas Fault to the north. The fault is locked up in an area from Palm Springs in the south to Palm Dale to the north. HAARP will be used to create a super earthquake in this area. The magnified and duration n of the quake will both be magnified. The earthquake will strike (I believe) in the afternoon either this coming October or the following May. It will occur just after a complete economic meltdown of the American dollar. The magnitude of this quake will reach somewhere between 9.5 and 10.5 and it will last for nearly three minutes. Two to three million people will be killed outright. Millions more will be injured.

The worst part of this is not the earthquake itself but the events that will be associated with it. The ground shock from this quake will cause every other stressed fault within 1,500 to 2,000 miles to release all pent-up stresses. As the ground shockwave moves to the north the Sierra Nevada volcanoes will be triggered, the Cascadia volcanoes, and also the Yellowstone super volcano will also be triggered. This is both a blessing and a curse.
The nation will be so disorganized after this event that martial law will be declared, but it will be completely unenforceable.

Two to four days after this earthquake America will be further devastated by a nuclear sneak attack on American cities, that will coordinated and started by our own Shadow Government. There will also be some Russian and Chinese nukes as well. The world will very quickly descend into global thermonuclear war (Gog Magog war).
FOR THIS YOU WERE BORN

Wings of Prophecy
Prophetic words to lift you up and encourage you to move forward in your walk with Christ.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18, 2013

For This Were You Born

I had been inquiring of the Lord about the time of increasing suicides He told me is coming. This word during my prayer time today was His answer.

Yes, many suicides are indeed coming in the future, for there is coming a time so bleak, so dark, many of you will not wish to live through it. Those without the hope of My Son’s Name will not know how to go on, but My people shall.

They shall move forward in victory, in determination, on assignment from on High, for I Myself shall command them to their destinies!

When all hope appears to be gone is when I do My greatest works and I require only your faith for these, My precious children.

When this dark time arrives, look up, My children, for many great miracles are to take place before your very eyes. For this were you born. For this have you been prepared.

Do not give up hope as the unbelieving Gentiles do, for this is the very arrival of the time you have prayed for!
NOT EVER (The Churches will be Empty)

http://wingsofprophecy.blogspot.com/2013/10/not-ever.html?utm_source=WINGS+SUBSCRIBERS&utm_campaign=5fb95d66bc-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f642154208-5fb95d66bc-301202041
By remembering these visions, it will or can save you much needless suffering.

The Lord does not want to hurt his bride.

*The Appearance of a Large Sphere in the Sky*

There is going to appear above the earth (in the sky) a strange object, it will be large and sphere shaped, like a ball. It will look like it’s been built in sections, like a football with huge rivets at the seams. Many will call this a UFO, I don’t know. It will have the color of copper or bronze. It will be on every TV around the world. People will be shocked like the World Trade Center. People will be glued to their TV’s but you don’t.

The minute you see this, run to the closest food store and get enough canned food and bottled water for about three weeks, because between one and 24 hours after this object is seen worldwide there is **going to be a massive impact or collision on our sun’s surface.** It is going to happen on our blind side, we can’t see it coming. It’s going to be a super size twin asteroid hitting the sun in a vital spot, **releasing a major solar storm, knocking out all of earth’s electricity, all over the world.** Those of you who read this will save yourself and your family much misery.

**2 to 3 Weeks of Trial and Miracles**

Now, this is what’s going to happen in the next 2 or 3 weeks, while the electricity is off. Within a few days the whole world will start to go crazy with hunger. The banks and ATM’s can’t work without electricity. No gas pumps for food transportation, no
refrigeration, **total darkness**. The robbers, rapists, and murderers will see right away that no one can call the police for help, because the solar storm has burned up all communication satellites, cell phones and telephones. The law can’t even call each other. It’s going to be **total breakdown in large cities**. There will be gun shots and screams all night long. **Millions will be behind locked doors, praying and begging for God’s mercy**, for help and protection. **He will answer millions of prayers. Millions will ask for forgiveness, and the Lord and his saints will perform millions of miracles during these three weeks.**

### 3 Weeks Later “The Rapture”

Then after about 3 weeks of this, the Rapture will happen. Although there are different time zones around the world, the Lord showed it will be night here in Florida, USA. In this vision, I was taken in the spirit out in the woods behind my house in Florida.
Enjoy prosperity while you can, but when hard times strike, realize that both come from God. Remember that nothing is certain in this life.

NLT
Wallace Smith Broecker FINAL WARNING FOR EARTH: The ‘grandfather’ of climate science urges scientists to USE GEOENGINEERING!

Days before his death, Wallace Broecker urged scientists to consider deploying a last-ditch solar shield to stop global warming. As if they weren’t using geoengineering and spraying the skies already!

Wallace Smith Broecker speaks in Rome in 2008. Gregorio Borgia / AP File

After struggling with heart disease for decades, the renowned climate scientist Wallace Smith Broecker had made it clear he was acutely aware of his own mortality. So when he sat down in front of a video camera to record a final message to his fellow scientists in mid-February, the 87-year-old researcher knew his days were few.
'Dire' Conditions at Syria Camp as Thousands Flee ISIS

About 15,000 people have arrived at the camp in the last week alone as the U.S.-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) lay siege to the last vestige of Islamic State's territorial rule.

Reuters | Send me small alerts
Mar 6, 2019 2:02 PM

In this file photo taken on February 17, 2019 a veiled woman looks back at al-Hol camp in al-Hassakeh governorate in northeastern Syria. Credit: Photo by SULEIMAN KUDSI/AFP

- Saudi Arabia: Too early to reopen Syria embassy
- Dramatic footage of firefight between Syrian Kurds and ISIS caught on tape

An influx of thousands of people fleeing Islamic State has created "dire" conditions at the al-Hol camp in northeastern Syria, the aid agencies working there said on Tuesday.
The origin of this peculiar auditory phenomenon seems unclear at this point, with people suggesting that it may either be a product of weather control experiments attributed to the legendary HAARP program or an elaborate hoax.

A bizarre phenomenon — a deafening sound resembling that of a blaring trumpet accompanied by peculiar cloud formations — was recently observed by people in Slovakia, as can be seen in the footage.

The YouTube user named Martin Mikaus, who uploaded the video, claimed that "this mysterious sound can be heard before or after the biggest earthquake in the world".

"It probably has a connection from the shifting of the lithospheric plates", he remarked, adding that "something very strange is going on in recent years in the atmosphere on the planet".
Scotland Yard has also circulated images of two of the packages to sorting offices and transport workers in the capital — and other regional forces are also on high alert. For instance, Sussex Police have increased visibility and patrols at Gatwick Airport.

Staff at transport hubs across Britain are told to "be vigilant" as police investigate packages containing improvised explosive devices were sent to three major London transport hubs 5 March, in what may have been an "Irish dissident plot".

Scotland Yard said it was working "to ensure the safety of the public and staff working at transport hubs and mail sorting offices".

The packages were A4-sized white postal bags containing yellow Jiffy bags and appeared capable of igniting a small fire when opened. One did burst into flames when opened — it's not clear whether this was the explosive delivered to Heathrow Airport, City Airport or Waterloo railway station.
A devastating fire burned a church down. Not a single Bible was touched by the flames

By Gianluca Mazzoleni, CNN  
© Updated 7:43 AM ET, Tue March 5, 2019

---

Bibles were left untouched by a fire in West Virginia.

(CNN) — When firefighters arrived at Freedom Ministries Church in Grandview, West Virginia, they were left stunned by what they saw.

A devastating fire -- so hot that firefighters had to back out at one point -- was ravaging through the building, the Coal City Fire Department said in a Facebook post.

But as they went through the charred wreckage, they noticed something extraordinary.

"In your mind, everything should be burned, ashes. Not a single bible was burned and not a single cross was harmed!!" the department wrote.

The Facebook post, which went viral, features compelling photos of a pile of about a dozen intact Bibles surrounded by the rubble.

Coal City Fire Department  
On Sunday

On March 3 around 12:59am our department was dispatched to assist Beaver WVFD with a structure fire at the Freedom Ministries Church, located in Grandview WV. Though odds were against us, God was not. Picture this: a building so hot that at one point in time, firefighters had to back out. In your mind, everything should be burned, ashes. Not a single bible was burned and not a single cross was harmed!! Not a single firefighter was hurt! Prayers for the pastor and the congregation today.
India and Pakistan on the Brink of Disaster

After the latest round of military strikes, the nuclear-armed neighbors must deescalate, or the conflict could become much more violent.

BY: Aaron Kliegman

February 27, 2019 6:47 pm

When two large, powerful countries, each with well over 100 nuclear warheads, share a border of about 2,000 miles and have a deeply hostile relationship, the situation is inherently dangerous. The danger is not so much that conflict can break out at any time, but rather that the scale and intensity of such conflict could be catastrophic. So when tensions really boil, and each country launches military strikes against the other, there can come a tipping point at which leaders must work to deescalate the crisis, or the fighting will intensify and head toward the abyss, with a destructive war in sight. The current crisis between India and Pakistan is at that tipping point.

The crisis began with a terrorist attack. On Feb. 14, a suicide bomber rammed a vehicle with explosives into a convoy carrying paramilitary forces in the Indian state of Jammu and Kashmir. Jaish-e-Mohammed, or JeM, a U.S.-designated terrorist organization based in Pakistan, claimed responsibility for the car bombing, which killed more than 40 Indian Central Reserve Police Force personnel. Indian authorities immediately blamed Pakistan for the attack and promised to retaliate. Pakistan denied any role in the bombing, despite supporting JeM for years.
TERRORISM, INSANITY, WARS AND RUMORS OF WARS
PERSECUTION

Persecution
TORTURED FAMILY, CHILDREN CRY OUT DON’T GIVE IN DAD

ISIS TORTURES 11-YEAR-OLD IN FRONT OF HIS CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY FATHER, CRUCIFIES THEM FOR NOT CONVERTING TO ISLAM

By soopermexican

More incredible horrors from the evil Islamist terrorists of ISIS.

From Christian Aid Mission:

“At several steps on their path to death by beheading and crucifixion last month, 11 indigenous Christian workers near Aleppo, Syria had the option to leave the area and live. The 12-year-old son of a ministry team leader also could have spared his life by denying Christ.

The indigenous missionaries were not required to stay at their ministry base in a village near Aleppo, Syria; rather, the ministry director who trained them had entreated them to leave. As the Islamic State (ISIS), other rebel groups and Syrian government forces turned Aleppo into a war zone of carnage and destruction, ISIS took over several outlying villages. The Syrian ministry workers in those villages chose to stay in order to provide aid in the name of Christ to survivors.

“I asked them to leave, but I gave them the freedom to choose,” said the ministry director, his voice tremulous as he recalled their horrific deaths. “As their leader, I should have insisted that they leave.”

They stayed because they believed they were called to share Christ with those caught in the crossfire, he said.
From Christian Aid Mission:

At several steps on their path to death by beheading and crucifixion last month, 11 indigenous Christian workers near Aleppo, Syria had the option to leave the area and live. The 12-year-old son of a ministry team leader also could have spared his life by denying Christ.

The indigenous missionaries were not required to stay at their ministry base in a village near Aleppo, Syria; rather, the ministry director who trained them had entreated them to leave. As the Islamic State (ISIS), other rebel groups and Syrian government forces turned Aleppo into a war zone of carnage and destruction, ISIS took over several outlying villages. The Syrian ministry workers in those villages chose to stay in order to provide aid in the name of Christ to survivors.

“I asked them to leave, but I gave them the freedom to choose,” said the ministry director, his voice tremulous as he recalled their horrific deaths. “As their leader, I should have insisted that they leave.”

They stayed because they believed they were called to share Christ with those caught in the crossfire, he said.

And then they became captives of ISIS. Relatives relate what happened.

The relatives said ISIS militants on Aug. 7 captured the Christian workers in a village whose name is withheld for security reasons. On Aug. 28, the militants asked if they had renounced Islam for Christianity. When the Christians said that they had, the rebels asked if they wanted to return to Islam. The Christians said they would never renounce Christ.

The 41-year-old team leader, his young son and two ministry members in their 20s were questioned at one village site where ISIS militants had summoned a crowd. The team leader presided over nine house churches he had helped to establish. His son was two months away from his 13th birthday.

In front of the team leader and relatives in the crowd, the Islamic extremists cut off the fingertips of the boy and severely beat him, telling his father they would stop the torture only if he, the father, returned to Islam. When the team leader refused, relatives said, the ISIS militants also tortured and beat him and the two other ministry workers. The three men and the boy then met their deaths in crucifixion.

“All were badly brutalized and then crucified,” the ministry leader said. “They were left on their crosses for two days. No one was allowed to remove them.”
The martyrs died beside signs the ISIS militants had put up identifying them as “infidels.”

Somehow people want us to believe that these evil monsters would have been boy scouts if George W. Bush hadn’t invaded Iraq. And of course, it has absolutely nothing to do with Islam, right?

Unfortunately, other horrors were recounted as well. These perpetrated on Christian women.

Eight other ministry team members, including two women, were taken to another site in the village that day (Aug. 28) and were asked the same questions before a crowd. The women, ages 29 and 33, tried to tell the ISIS militants they were only sharing the peace and love of Christ and asked what they had done wrong to deserve the abuse. The Islamic extremists then publicly raping the women, who continued to pray during the ordeal, leading the ISIS militants to beat them all the more furiously.

As the two women and the six men knelt before they were beheaded, they were all praying.

“Villagers said some were praying in the name of Jesus, others said some were praying the Lord’s prayer, and others said some of them lifted their heads to commend their spirits to Jesus,” the ministry director said. “One of the women looked up and seemed to be almost smiling as she said, ‘Jesus!’”

After they were beheaded, their bodies were hung on crosses, the ministry director said, his voice breaking. He had trained all of the workers for their evangelistic ministry, and he had baptized the team leader and some of the others.

This is what is happening in the Middle East right now.

And instead of doing anything about it, Obama is sitting back and letting Turkey’s Erdogan attack his enemies among the Kurds in Syria, and letting Putin attack the enemies of his pal Assad. We’re not even leading from behind anymore, we’re just ceding ground to Satanic evil every day.

Read more: http://therightscoop.com/isis-tortures-11-year-old-in-front-of-his-christian-missionary-father-crucifies-them-for-not-converting-to-islam/#ixzz40ChMrUmU
American Riots will be the Worst in the World

II (shorter) (06:38)
Chicago – Is FEMA DHS Mass Graves Near Chicago

NWO – John Bolton CPAC – The Benefits of Nuking Chicago
He will bring his whole army. He will start the war here.

Rabbi Rami Levy & 15 year old Natan on Gog Magog (Johnny Baptist)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJynlrKfsCE

Transcript - Rabbi Rami Levy & 15 year old Natan on Gog Magog (Johnny Baptist)
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Is there another YOU out there? Physicists claim parallel universes are REAL

In another universe, you could be a millionaire or a convicted murderer.

By Sophie Jones / Published 2nd March 2019

Denise Fergus: 'Detainment' brought James' murder flooding back

This isn't science fiction, but a genuine theory supported by some of the world's greatest physicists.

The "many-worlds interpretation" was first proposed by American physicist Hugh Everett in 1957.

Initially ignored, the idea was later popularised by theoretical physicist Bryce Seligman DeWitt a decade later.

Physicist and cosmologist Max Tegmark told New Scientist knowing about the multiverse gives him an entirely differently perspective on his life.
On Wednesday, the Supreme Court of British Columbia, Canada ordered that a 14-year-old girl receive testosterone injections without parental consent. The court also declared that if either of her parents referred to her using female pronouns or addressed her by her birth name, they would be considered guilty of family violence.

As previously reported, Maxine was encouraged by her school counselor in BC’s Delta School District to identify as a boy while in seventh grade. When Maxine was 13 years old, Dr. Brendan Hursh and his colleagues at BC Children’s Hospital decided that Maxine should begin taking testosterone injections in order to develop a more masculine appearance.

Although Maxine’s mother was ultimately willing to support hormone injections, her father Clark was concerned about the permanent ramifications of cross-sex hormones. Suspecting that his daughter’s mental health issues might be more the cause than the effect of her gender dysphoria, he ultimately decided that it would be better for her to wait until she was older before she embarked on any irreversible course of treatment.

At that point, Hursh informed Clark that he would begin testosterone injections on the basis of Maxine’s consent alone, claiming that he had a right to do so under the BC Infants Act. Clark promptly sought an injunction to prevent this. On Wednesday, however, a judge deemed Maxine “exclusively entitled to consent to medical treatment for gender dysphoria” regardless of the opinions of either of her parents.
UFOs Return to Peruvian Airport and Hover for Almost an Hour

Paul Seaburn
March 2, 2019

There’s something about the Jorge Chavez International Airport located in Callao, just 11 km (7 mi) from Lima, Peru, that seems to attract UFOs. There have been a number of sightings there in recent years, including two different incidents in 2017 that reportedly forced the airport to close and turn away incoming flights. The latest occurred this week when two UFOs were spotted by airport staff, who submitted a report showing the objects hovered over one runway for just under an hour. Is Jorge Cavez the UFO equivalent of the perpetual holding patterns over the Atlanta airport?
Amazing footage of a cigar-shaped UFO over North Carolina

This really interesting footage was filmed on 25th January 2019 near Greensboro in North Carolina.

Witness report: Yesterday while walking around outside looking for birds to film and photograph I noticed a strange flashing light in the sky near an airplane. It was moving slowly in the sky, a little slower than the planes flying around. I could see the random flashing coming from the object for about 10 seconds. I tried to film it with my camera. Using my GH5 and Leica 100-400mm lens I was able to grab a few frames of the object. I did not think I captured it at all because the focus would only hunt and not lock on. When I got inside and checked the footage I was blown away by what I saw. I have no idea what this object is. It is pill shaped with bullet headed ends. This is in rural North Carolina just outside of Greensboro. Enjoy the video and let me know if you have any idea as to what this object is.

Author (spacebret @ youtube)
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Very intense and rare sky phenomenon that looks like northern lights electrifies the sky over Romania

Another impressive light show surprised Azuga skywatchers as their skies started glowing in different very intense colors — like auroras — over the Bucegi Mountains last Sunday at sunset in Romania.

These intense rainbow clouds were captured by Razvan Neagoe.

Some will say this incredible spectacle is due to sun light refracting in ice crystals. Others will say this “winter rainbow” is due to chemicals sprayed in the atmosphere.
Another massive quake hits South America: Magnitude 7.1 strikes Peru just days after the huge M7.5 (biggest quake of the year) also hit Peru

This piece of information may not reach your local or national news channel.
An earthquake with magnitude 7.1 struck Peru, 67 km north-northwest of Juliaca, according to the United States Geological Survey.
The earthquake was very deep at 258 km.
Based on all available data a destructive Pacific-wide tsunami is not expected, the Pacific Tsunami Warning Center said.
Today’s quake is the first major quake of March and the 18th of 2019.
Once again the major quake happened during geomagnetic storms around earth’s magnetosphere.
According to Spaceweather, G1-class geomagnetic storms are underway on Mar. 1st as a fast-moving stream of solar wind buffets Earth’s magnetic field.
The gaseous material is flowing from a wide hole in the sun’s atmosphere -- so wide that Earth could remain inside the stream for another 24 to 48 hours.
Russian River rises to 45 feet, turning California town into an island

By Steve Almasy and Jay Croft, CNN

Updated 4:34 PM ET, Thu February 28, 2019

Flooding: A slow-motion disaster 01:27

(CNN) — Rain is diminishing Thursday around the Northern California town of Guerneville, which was turned into an island after the Russian River rose to more than 45 feet.

The river crested at 45.31 feet Wednesday night, Sonoma County Emergency Operations Center spokesman Barry Dugan said. It had been rising steadily from 9 feet on Monday, leaving the community of 4,500 residents isolated.

Follow CNN Extreme Weather

On Thursday morning, flood warnings continued for much of Northern California, where rain was finally letting up. Most rivers and streams remained above flood stage. A flood warning means flooding is imminent or occurring; a watch indicates potential for flooding based on forecasts.

The Russian River, at its highest level since the late 1990s, was falling but still expected to be above flood stage until Friday morning. After that, it's expected to fall back below flood stage at Guerneville, according to CNN Meteorologist Judson Jones.
Nearly 2,200 pulses of lightning recorded off Southern California coast in 5 hours, and photos captured it all

By Joe Sutton, CNN  Updated 8:42 AM ET, Wed March 6, 2019

(CNN) — Residents in Southern California may have thought they were elsewhere in the United States as they witnessed a powerful display of lightning in the night sky Tuesday.

Approximately 2,200 lightning strikes hit the area stretching from Santa Barbara County to LA County, according to Curt Kaplan, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service in Oxnard.

A strong batch of thunderstorms created “lightning storms,” the NWS Los Angeles said -- prompting the agency to alert residents to take precautions as they peaked at the power of mother nature.
A M3.4 earthquake hit near Maynardville on Tuesday, March 5, 2019. Originally M3.3, it was upgraded to M3.4 by USGS. More than 1600 people have reported feeling the shallow earthquake (17.1km; 10.6miles). Loud booms, house shaking and small damage reported up to Knoxville.

M3.4 earthquake hits eastern Tennessee on March 5, 2019.

It happened around 4 p.m. As of about 5:39 p.m., USGS said 1,233 people had reported it to them.
At least 23 dead after tornadoes touch down in Alabama and Georgia

By Dakin Andone and Hollie Silverman, CNN
Updated 2:58 AM ET, Mon March 4, 2019

(CNN) — A devastating series of tornadoes ripped through Alabama on Sunday, killing at least 23 people in one county.

The victims including children, died in Lee County, said Sheriff Jay Jones. At least 12 of those deaths occurred in an area about 5 to 6 miles south of the city of Opelika, he said.

Jones initially reported 14 deaths. Later Sunday, he updated the number and told CNN affiliate WVTM, “that number may rise yet again.”

Jones described massive damage that appeared “as if someone had taken a blade and just scraped the ground.” He estimated a path of destruction about half a mile wide that stretched several miles to the east from where the tornado touched down.
Alabama was hit by tornadoes. Now the state has to deal with freeze warnings from an arctic blast

By Amir Vera, CNN

Updated 9:53 AM ET, Tue March 5, 2019

(CNN) — Early-morning freeze warnings are covering much of the same areas in Alabama that a series of tornadoes ravaged over the weekend.

An arctic blast moved across the eastern two-thirds of the United States nearly two weeks before the start of spring.

Around 80% of the country was below freezing Tuesday morning, with a chill felt as far south as Houston, Mobile, Alabama, and Atlanta. CNN meteorologist Dave Hennen said.
Extreme hailstorm kills thousands of BIRDS in India

Thousands of birds, including parrots and crows, were killed in a hailstorm that hit villages surrounding buffer zone of Pench Tiger Reserve on Sunday morning, March 3, 2019.

Thousands of birds were killed during a strong hailstorm in India beginning of March 2019. Picture via TII

Officials said they have counted around 1,102 birds which includes 550 egrets, 360 parakeets and 152 crows – and all of them were found dead in Khamarpam and Kanhar villages.

The dead birds were examined and cremated in compliance with the necessary guidelines.
US tornadoes cause deaths and loss, toll likely to rise

Search operation still under way after twin twisters rip through Alabama in southern US on Sunday, killing 23 so far.

So far 23 people are known to have died in Alabama. The toll may rise, officials said.

Elijah Nouvelage/REUTERS

The number of deaths caused by two back-to-back tornadoes which smashed the southern state of Alabama in the United States on Sunday is likely to rise.
Flash floods in southern Pakistan and Afghanistan have killed at least 45 people.

The unusually heavy rains over the past 10 days have cut off tens of thousands of people.

The Afghan government has said the flooding was the worst in Kandahar province in at least seven years.

Al Jazeera's Charlotte Bellis reports from Kabul, Afghanistan's capital.
Afghanistan UNDER WATER: At least 20 people DIE during worst flooding in 7 years in Kandahar

At least 20 people, including many children, have been killed in flash floods in six districts and the capital of Afghanistan’s southern province of Kandahar, the United Nations has said.

Deadly floods in Afghanistan in March 2019

The victims were killed when their homes collapsed or the vehicles they were travelling in were swept away.
‘It is too late to leave! Leaving now would be deadly!’ Authorities warn the Victoria INFERNO is ‘worse’ than the Black Saturday bushfires that killed 173 as the fires are going OUT-OF-CONTROL in Australia!

Firefighters have given chilling advice to residents as a fire rips through east Victoria – as authorities warn the bushfires are ‘worse’ than the Black Saturday bushfires almost a decade ago. Lightning sparked the fires in Bunyip State Park, about 65km east of Melbourne, on Friday night. Authorities initially thought the fires could be maintained, but then four separate blazes merged into one, burning out of control and resulting in evacuation orders for more than 20 suburbs.

Firefighters have given chilling advice to residents as a fire rips through east Victoria out-of-control. Officials warned the bushfires are ‘worse’ than the Black Saturday bushfires almost a decade ago that killed 173 people.

Lightning sparked the fires in Bunyip State Park, about 65km east of Melbourne, on Friday night.
Planet X – Rogue Planet (4) – Gradual Climate Change, Long Winters ...
Planet X, Hercolubus or Nibiru. nasa insider speaks out.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6sE-gxB2amE

Planet X – Nibiru NASA Insider (short) BOOM
FINANCIAL COLLAPSE

Financial Collapse
THROW SILVER AND GOLD INTO THE STREETS

Ezek 7:19
'They will throw their silver into the streets, And their gold will be like refuse; Their silver and their gold will not be able to deliver them In the day of the wrath of the Lord; They will not satisfy their souls, Nor fill their stomachs, Because it became their stumbling block of iniquity.

NKJV
GUEST SEGMENT
HEAVEN NOTES:

Not everyone sees the same parts of Heaven

Never throw the Baby out with the Bathwater

READ: My Dream of Heaven – Rebecca Springer

- Tasks
Flight to HEAVEN

15

CELESTIAL PERFECTION

While in heaven, I somehow realized that knowledge is flawed and did not seem to be of great significance. Truth is what prevails and has supremacy in heaven. When I had questions or needed understanding it seemed to be imparted automatically and directly into my heart.

Just one of the things I somehow seemed to “understand” was that heavenly order was everywhere and in everything. I understood in my heart that God’s will was perfection and His Word was the source of all creation. As I considered all that I had seen, I understood that the Word of God was and is the foundation for everything. God was the heart of heaven, His love, His will, His order.

Somehow I recognized that Jesus, the Word, was the structure that held it all together. Like the rib cage around the heart. He was the creative power that brought everything that I saw into place and stabilized it.

The multitudes of angels and people were responding to the will of God and acting in perfect order to accomplish His will. Even light—the way it traveled and reflected—was highly complex, yet mathematical and precise. The melodies and rhythms of the music were all in perfect order. Nothing out of sync. No part of heaven was independent of the whole. There was complete unity.

Between the central part of the city and the city walls were groupings of brightly colored picture-perfect homes in small, quaint towns. I’ll call them townships, because I can’t think of a better word for them. I focused on only three townships, but certainly there were more. A lot more, no doubt. The dwellings in these townships were not arranged in a uniform or symmetrical manner but appeared perfectly balanced somehow. Each home was customized and unique from the others yet blended harmoniously. Some were three or four stories, some were even higher. There
were no two the same. If music could become homes, it would look like these, beautifully built and perfectly balanced.

The flowers in heaven fascinated me. Again, a delightful and delicate balance between diversity and unity. Each was unique. All were one. And they were beautiful to behold. Each petal and leaf illuminated with that glorious light and added just the right splashes of color to the velvety expanse of green grass.

As I described previously, the grass, the sky, the walls, the houses, everything was more beautiful than I ever dreamed anything could be. Even the colors. They were richer, deeper, more luminescent than any colors I have ever seen in the farthest reaches of earth or in the most fantastic of dreams. They were so vibrant they pulsated with life. Each and every color, no matter how varied, took its color from the glistening whiteness that permeated heaven.

If millions of jewels had been gathered into one place and the brightest sunlight shone through them, it wouldn’t begin to describe the colors I saw. Heaven was filled with a rainbow of hues and provided me with a sensory feast.

My eyes were next drawn to a river that stretched from the gathering area in the middle of the city to the wall. It flowed toward the wall and seemed to end there, at least from my vantage point. The river was perfectly clear with a bluish-white hue. The light didn’t shine on the water but mysteriously shone within it somehow.

The wall to the city was not a single wall but rather a series of walls layered next to each other. The wall was made of three outer layers, three inner layers, and one higher wall in the center. The outer layers of the wall were about forty feet tall. Each layer of the wall was taller as it got closer to the center, like a stairstep. At its tallest point the wall was a couple hundred feet. And surprisingly, it was as thick as it was tall. The wall was massive and stretched out to my left and right as far as I could see in both directions.

The outer wall was greenish in color with a hint of blue and a hint of
black mingled within it. It was made entirely of translucent stones. Large multicolored stones were built into the base of the wall in layered rows. A powerful light permeated the wall, and you could see all the colors of the rainbow in it. Strangely, whenever I moved, the colors moved ever so slightly as if sensing my movement and making an adjustment.

The two angels that had escorted me there were still with me, moving me along, the three of us in sync, making sure I was where I should be, when I should be there.

I was eye-level with the base of the wall now and no longer hovering above it, but standing in front of an impressive opening. It was an archway that seemed to be approximately forty feet high and thirty to thirty-five feet wide.

A tall, majestic angelic being stood to the right side of the gate, dressed similarly to my escorts with the exception of the golden belt wrapped around his upper waist. A large emblem was located on the belt where a buckle would normally be. He appeared very strong and masculine. His hair was either white or it was the light radiating from him. But his entire being, and his head, specifically, was illuminated in bright white light. His face seemed to light up with love and joy at seeing me.

The entrance, or gateway, was opalescent in color, as if it had been made of pearls that had been liquefied, and then solidified onto the wall. The entrance was completely composed of this mesmerizing substance that also coated the entire inside of the opening as far as I could see. The ornamentation around the entrance included phenomenal detail. It was the most astounding sight I had ever seen. As I basked in the beauty that adorned the gateway, I noticed large gold letters emblazoned above the opening. They seemed to quiver with life. The single line of letters formed an arch over the entrance. I didn't recognize the letters but knew the words were as important as any words could be. Other letters were written in honey-colored gemstones on the ground in front of the entrance and included several lines. The entrance through the thick wall was breathtaking. The opening seemed filled with light that was the purest of white,
yet it seemed to have countless hues that changed with even my slightest movement. I was filled with excited anticipation of entering that beautiful gate.

I was immersed in music, in light, and in love. Vibrant life permeated everything. All these weren't just around me, they were inside me. And it was wonderful, more wonderful than anything I had ever experienced. It felt as if I belonged there. I didn't want to leave. Ever. It was as if this was the place I had been searching all my life to find, and now I'd found it. My search was over!

A smaller group of people in soft-white robes had congregated to my left in the lush grass just off the roadway. It now seemed as if the music was orchestrating the event, moving people to their proper places. They had just arrived and were waiting in the wings, on time and in place, as if they followed a director's cue.

Who are these people? I wondered. And why are they here?

As suddenly as I had wondered, the answer came. They were here for me. Wherever they had traveled from and however far they had traveled, they had traveled for me. The looks on their faces, their excitement at seeing me, at welcoming me, was overwhelming. I felt so special, so loved. I had never felt such a deep sense of belonging. They radiated profound joy at seeing me. Everyone smiled, their eyes warm and kind; their hearts so filled with unconditional love that it spilled out of them onto me. No one was recognizable as an earthly acquaintance, but all seemed remarkably familiar. I didn't know these people, but somehow I knew they were my family—my spiritual family, my brothers, my sisters, spanning generations.

Although I didn't know them, somehow they knew me. They knew Dale Black. They knew my name. And they knew the real me, not the one I tried to project on earth to be accepted by someone I wanted to be friends with or to be validated by some group of peers I wanted to be part of.

They not only knew my name but somehow they knew the story behind my name. I was unaccustomed to such love and acceptance. I began to
thing wonderful but the absence of everything terrible. There was no strife, no competition, no sarcasm, no betrayal, no deception, no lies, no murders, no unfaithfulness, no disloyalty, nothing contrary to the light and life and love.

In short, there was no sin.

And the absence of sin was something you could feel. There was no shame, because there was nothing to be ashamed of. There was no sadness, because there was nothing to be sad about. There was no need to hide, because there was nothing to hide from. It was all out in the open. Clean and pure.

Here was perfection. Complete and utter perfection. The revelation of sin's absence was astounding and exhilarating. This is where I belonged. I was made to be in heaven. In a perfect place where there is no sin.

I had been in heaven for some time before I recognized sin's absence. Now I contemplated the one thing that dominated everything on earth... that infected everything on earth, but was missing here. It can be compared to oxygen. I went through life not really thinking about the air I was breathing while I worked, slept, ate, and drove. But take that air away and I would think about nothing else. Similarly, I was so accustomed to sin that I hadn't even recognized its far-reaching effects in every part of life. But nothing had been tainted in heaven by sin's destructive touch. This perfection I experienced was largely due to the absence of sin.

The best unity I have ever felt on earth did not compare with the exhilarating oneness that I experienced with my spiritual family in heaven. This love... God's love, was transforming. To experience something so sacred, so profound as the boundless love of God was the most thrilling part of heaven. It satisfied a longing in the deepest part of me. My spiritual family had shared God's perfect love with me. How could I ever be the same?

My attention was diverted to the beautiful entrance. I was certain I was going through the gate. Again I turned back toward my precious family and did not want to leave that perfect love. But because of the highly ex-
pectant look on their smiling faces, it seemed as if they knew I would be given a gift and what that gift would do for me.

I felt so special, you can't believe how special. After all, all this was for me. Everyone there was there for me. I had no idea what gift I was to receive, but the anticipation on the faces of the people let me know that it was something extraordinary.

I felt like a kid again, like that fifth-grade kid who loved God. Like that kid who used to look forward to Christmas like you wouldn't believe. I couldn't wait to open the gifts that waited for me under the tree. And I couldn't wait for the gift that waited for me now.

The music continued, such beautiful music, and I became even more excited. It swelled and with it so did my anticipation.

And then, as I was about to travel through the entrance and receive the gift . . .

I was swept away.
MY DREAM OF HEAVEN – Rebecca Springer

All through the grounds, older people were walking, sometimes in groups, sometimes by twos, sometimes alone, but all with an air of peacefulness and happiness that made itself felt by even me, a stranger. All were in spotless white, though many wore about them or carried in their hands clusters of beautiful flowers. As I looked upon their happy faces and their spotless robes, again I thought, “These are they who have washed their robes, and made them white in the blood of the Lamb.”

Look where I would, I saw, half hidden by the trees, elegant and beautiful houses of strangely attractive architecture, that I felt must be the homes of the happy inhabitants of this enchanted place. I caught glimpses of sparkling fountains in many directions, and close to my retreat flowed a river, with placid breast and water clear as crystal.

The walks that ran in many directions through the grounds appeared to me to be, and I afterward found were, of pearl, spotless and pure, bordered on either side by narrow streams of pellucid water, running over stones of gold. The one thought that fastened itself upon me as I looked, breathless and speechless, upon this scene, was “Purity, purity!” No shadow of dust; no taint of decay on fruit or flower; everything perfect, everything pure. The grass and flowers looked as though fresh-washed by summer showers, and not a single
blade was any color but the brightest green. The air was soft and balmy, though invigorating; and instead of sunlight there was a golden and rosy glory everywhere; something like the afterglow of a Southern sunset in mid summer.

As I drew in my breath with a short, quick gasp of delight, I heard my brother, who was standing beside me, say softly, Well? and, looking up, I discovered that he was watching me with keen enjoyment. I had, in my great surprise and delight, wholly forgotten his presence. Recalled to myself by his question, I faltered:

“Oh, Frank, that I—” when such an overpowering sense of God’s goodness and my own unworthiness swept over me that I dropped my face into my hands, and burst into uncontrollable and very human weeping.

“Ah!” said my brother, in a tone of self-reproach, “I am inconsiderate.” And lifting me gently to my feet, he said, “Come, I want to show you the river.”

When we reached the brink of the river, but a few steps distant, I found that the lovely sward ran even to the water’s edge, and in some places I saw the flowers blooming placidly down in the depths, among the many-colored pebbles with which the entire bed of the river was lined.

“I want you to see these beautiful stones,” said my brother, stepping into the water and urging me to do the same. I drew back timidly, saying, “I fear it is cold.”

“Not in the least,” he said, with a reassuring smile. “Come.” “Just as I am?” I said, glancing down at my lovely robe, which, to my great joy, I found was similar to those of the dwellers in that happy place.

“Just as you are,” with another reassuring smile.

Thus encouraged, I, too, stepped into the “gently flowing river,” and to my great surprise found the water, in both temperature and density, almost identical with the air. Deeper and deeper grew the stream as we passed on, until I felt the soft, sweet ripples playing about my throat. As I stopped, my brother said, “A little farther & still.”

“It will go over my head,” I ex postulated.

“Well, and what then?”

“I cannot breathe under the water I will suffocate.”
An amused twinkle came into his eyes, though he said soberly enough, “We do not do those things here.”

I realized the absurdity of my position, and with a happy laugh said, “All right; come on,” and plunged headlong into the bright water, which soon bubbled and rippled several feet above my head. To my surprise and delight, I found I could not only breathe, but laugh and talk, see and hear, as naturally under the water as above it. I sat down in the midst of the many-colored pebbles, and filled my hands with them, as a child would have done. My brother lay down upon them, as he would have done on the green sward, and laughed and talked joyously with me.

“Do this,” he said, rubbing his hands over his face, and running his fingers through his dark hair.

I did as he told me, and the sensation was delightful. I threw back my loose sleeves and rubbed my arms, then my throat, and again thrust my fingers through my long, loose hair, thinking at the time what a tangle it would be in when I left the water.

Then the thought came, as we at last arose to return, “What are we to do for towels?” for the earth-thoughts still clung to me; and I wondered, too, if the lovely robe was not entirely spoiled. But behold, as we neared the shore and my head once more emerged from the water, the moment the air struck my face and hair I realized that I would need no towel or brush.

My flesh, my hair, and even my beautiful garments, were soft and dry as before the water touched them. The material out of which my robe was fashioned was unlike anything that I had ever seen. It was soft and light and shone with a faint luster, reminding me more of silk crepe than anything I could recall, only infinitely more beautiful. It fell about me in soft, graceful folds, which the water seemed to have rendered even more lustrous than before.

“What marvelous water! What wonderful air!” I said to my brother, as we again stepped upon the flowery sward. “Are all the rivers here like this one?”

“Not just the same, but similar,” he replied.

We walked on a few steps, and then I turned and looked back at the shining river flowing on tranquilly. “Frank, what has that water done for me?” I said. “I
feel as though I could fly.

“He looked at me with earnest, tender eyes, as he answered gently, “It has washed away the last of the earth-life, and fitted you for the new life upon which you have entered.” “It is divine!” I whispered.

“Yes, it is divine,” he said.
Chapter 2

O City of Peace! In thy palaces fair
Loved faces and forms we can see;
And sweet voices float to us thro' the calm air that whisper, “We’re watching for thee!”

We walked on for some distance in silence, my heart wrestling with the thoughts of the new strange life, my eyes drinking in fresh beauty at every step. The houses, as we approached and passed them, seemed wondrously beautiful to me. They were built of the finest marbles, encircled by broad verandas, the roofs or domes supported by massive or delicate pillars or columns; and winding steps led down to the pearl and golden walks.

The style of the architecture was unlike anything I had ever seen, and the flowers and vines that grew luxuriantly everywhere surpassed in beauty even those of my brightest dreams. Happy faces looked out from these columned walls, and happy voices rang upon the clear air, from many a celestial home.

“Frank, where are we going?” at length I asked.

“Home, little sister,” he answered tenderly.

“Home? Have we a home, my brother? Is it anything like these?” I asked, with a wild desire in my heart to cry out for joy.

“Come and see,” was his only answer, as he turned into a side path leading toward an exquisitely beautiful house whose columns of very light gray marble shone through the green of the overhanging trees with most inviting beauty.

Before I could join him, I heard a well remembered voice saying close beside me: “I just had to be the first to bid you welcome!” and looking around, I saw the dearly loved face of my old time friend, Mrs. Wickham.

“Oh! Oh!” I cried, as we met in a warm embrace.

“You will forgive me, Col. Sprague,” she said a moment later, giving her hand cordially to my brother. “It seems unpardonable to intercept you thus, in all most the first hour, but I heard that she was coining, and I could not wait. But
now that I have looked upon her face, and heard her dear voice, I will be patient
till I can have her for a long, long talk."

“You must come in and see her now,” said my brother cordially.

“Do, do come!” I urged.

“No, dear friends, not now. You know, dear little Blossom,” (the old pet name
for me years ago) “we have all eternity before us! But you will bring her to me
soon, Col. Sprague?” she said.

“Just as soon as I may, dear madam,” he replied, with an expressive look into
her eyes.

“Yes, I understand,” she said softly, with a sympathetic glance at me. Then
with a warm hand clasp, and the parting injunction, “Come very soon,” she
passed swiftly out of my sight.

“Blessed woman!” I said, “what a joy to meet her again!” “Her home is not
far away; you can often see her. She is indeed a lovely woman. Now, come, little
sister.

I long to give you welcome to our home;” saying which, he took my hand and
led me up the low steps on to the broad veranda, with its beautiful inlaid floor
of rare and costly marbles, and its massive columns of gray, between which,
vines covered with rich, glossy leaves of green were inter mingled with flowers
of exquisite color and delicate per fume hanging in heavy festoons. We paused
a moment here, that I might see the charming view presented on every side.

“It is heavenly!” I said.

“It is heavenly,” he answered. “It could not be otherwise.”

I smiled my acknowledgment of this truth my heart was too full for words.

“The entire house, both below and above, is surrounded by these broad veran-
das. But come within.”

He led me through a doorway, between the marble columns, into a large
reception hall, whose inlaid floor, mullioned window, and broad, low stairway
at the far end, at once held my fancy. Before I could speak, my brother turned to
me, and, taking both my hands, said: “Welcome, a thousand welcomes, dearest
sister, to your heavenly home!”

“Is this beautiful place indeed to be my home?” I asked, as well as my emo-
tion would allow.

“Yes, dear,” he replied. “I built it for you and my brother, and I assure you it has been a labor of love.”

“It is your home, and I am to stay with you?” I said, a little confused. “No, it is your home, and I am to stay with you till my brother comes.” “Always, dear brother, always!” I cried, clenching to his arm.

He smiled and said, “We will enjoy the present; we never will be far apart again. But come, I am eager to show you all.”

Turning to the left, he led me, still through the beautiful marble columns that everywhere seemed substituted for doorways, into a large, oblong room, upon whose threshold I stopped in wondering delight. The entire walls and floor of the room were still of that exquisite light gray marble, polished to the greatest luster; but over walls and floor were strewn exquisite, long-stemmed roses, of every variety and color, from the deepest crimson to the most delicate shades of pink and yellow.

“Come inside,” said my brother.

“I do not wish to crush those perfect flowers,” I answered.

“Well, then, suppose we gather some of them.”

I stooped to take one from the floor close to my feet, when lo! I found it was imbedded in the marble. I tried another with the same astonishing result, then turning to my brother, I said: “What does it mean? You surely do not tell me that none of these are natural flowers?”

He nodded his head with a pleased smile, then said: “This room has a history. Come in and sit with me here upon this window seat, where you can see the whole room, and let me tell you about it.” I did as he desired, and he continued: “One day as I was busily working upon the house, a company of young people, boys and girls, came to the door, and asked if they might enter. I gladly gave assent, and then one of them said: “Is this house really for Mr. and Mrs. Sprague?”

“It is,” I answered.

“We used to know and love them. They are our friends, and the friends of our parents, and we want to know if we may not do something to help you make it
beautiful?"

"Indeed you may," I said, touched by the request. "What can you do?"

We were here at the time, and looking about. One of them asked, "May we beautify this room?"

"Undoubtedly," I said, wondering what they would try to do.

At once the girls, all of whom had immense bunches of roses in their hands, began to throw the flowers broadcast over the floor and against the walls. Wherever they struck the walls, they, to even my surprise, remained, as though in some way permanently attached. When the roses had all been scattered, the room looked just as it does now, only the flowers were really fresh – gathered roses. Then the boys each produced a small case of delicate tools, and in a moment all, boys and girls, were down upon the marble floor and busy at work. How they did it I do not know it is one of the celestial arts, taught to these of highly artistic tastes but they embedded each living flower just where and as it had fallen, in the marble, and preserved it as you see before you. They came several times before the work was completed, for the flowers do not wither here, nor fade, but were always fresh and perfect. And such a merry, happy company of young people, I never saw before!

They laughed and chatted and sang, as they worked; and I could not help wishing more than once that the friends whom they had left mourning for them might look in upon this happy group, and see how little cause they had for sorrow. At last when all was complete, they called me to see their work, and I was not chary of my praises either for the beauty of the work, or for their skill in performing it. Then, saying they would be sure to return when either of you came, they went away together, to do something of the kind else where, I doubt not."

Happy tears had been dropping upon my hands, clasped idly in my lap, during much of this narrative, and now I asked half brokenly, for I was greatly touched: "Who were these lovely people, Frank? Do you know them?"

"Of course, I know them now; but they were all strangers to me till they came here that first morning, except Lulu Sprague."

"Who are they?"
“There were three Marys – Mary Green, Mary Bates, Mary Chalmers; Lulu Sprague and Mae Camden.

These were the girls, each lovely and beautiful. The boys, all manly, fine fellows, were Carroll Ashland, Stanley and David Chalmers.”

“Precious children!” I said, “how little I thought my love for them, in the olden days, would ever bring to me this added happiness here! How little we know of the links binding the two worlds.”

“Ah, yes!” said my brother, “that is just it. “How little we know! If only we could realize while we are yet mortals, that day by day we are building for eternity, how different our lives in many ways would be! Every gentle word, every generous thought, every unselfish deed, will become a pillar of eternal beauty in the life to come. We cannot be selfish and unloving in one life, and generous and loving in the next; the two lives are too closely blended, one but a continuation of the other. But come now to the library.”

Rising, we crossed the room that hence forward was to hold for me such tender associations, and entered the library.

It was a glorious apartment the walls lined from ceiling to floor with rare and costly books. A large, stained-glass window opened upon the front veranda, and two large bow windows, not far apart, were in the back of the room.

A semi-circular row of shelves, supported by very delicate pillars of gray marble, about six feet high, extended some fifteen feet into the spacious main room and cut it into two sections lengthwise, each with one of the bowed windows in the back, leaving still a large space beyond the dividing line, where the two sections united again into one. The concave side of the semi circle of shelves was toward the entrance of the room; and close to it, not far removed from the bowed window, stood a beautiful writing desk, with everything ready for use; and upon it was a chaste golden bowl, filled with scarlet carnations, of whose spicy odor I had been dimly conscious for some time.

“My brother’s desk,” said Frank.

“And his favorite flowers,” I added.

“Yes, that follows. Here we never forget the tastes and preferences of those we love.”
It is not to be supposed that these details were at once noticed by me, but they unfolded to me gradually as we lingered, talking together. My first sensation upon entering the room was genuine surprise at the sight of the books, and my first words were: “Why, have we books in heaven?”

“Why not?” asked my brother. “What strange ideas we mortals have of the pleasures and duties of this blessed life! We seem to think that death of the body means an entire change to the soul. But that is not the case, by any means. We bring to this life the same tastes, the same desires, the same knowledge, we had before death. If these were not sufficiently pure and good to form a part of this life, then we ourselves may not enter. What would be the use of our oft-times long lives, given to the pursuit of certain worthy and legitimate knowledge, if at death it all counts as nothing, and we begin this life on a wholly different line of thought and study? No, no, would that all could understand, as I said before, that we are building for eternity during our earthly life!

The purer the thoughts, the nobler the ambitions, the loftier the aspirations, the higher the rank we take among the hosts of heaven; the more earnestly we follow the studies and duties in our life of probation, the better fitted we shall be to carry them forward, on and on to completion and perfection here.”

“But the books; who writes them? Are any of them books we knew and loved below?”

“Undoubtedly, many of them; all, indeed, that in any way helped to elevate the human mind or immortal soul.

Then, many of the rarest minds in the earth life, upon entering on this higher life, gain such elevated and extended views of the subjects that have been with them life long studies, that, pursuing them with zest, they write out for the benefit of those less gifted, the higher, stronger views they have themselves acquired, thus remaining leaders and teachers in this rarer life, as they were while yet in the world.

Is it to be expected that the great soul who has so recently joined our ranks, whose Changed Life and Pax Vobiscum uplifted so many lives while on earth, should lay his pen aside when his clear brain and great heart have read the mystery of the higher knowledge? Not so. When he has come to his lessons well,
he will write them out for the benefit of others, less gifted, who must follow. Leaders there must always be, in this divine life, as in the former life leaders and teachers in many varied lines of thought. But all this knowledge will come to you simply and naturally as you grow into the new life.”
The Outer Darkness

Mount Zion, City of God

Heb 12:22-24

22 But you have come to Mount Zion and to the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, to an innumerable company of angels, 23 to the general assembly (congress) and church of the firstborn who are registered in heaven, to God the Judge of all, to the spirits of just men made perfect, 24 to Jesus the Mediator (Lawyer/Advocate) of the new covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling that speaks better things than that of Abel.

NKJV

Kingdom of God vs. Kingdom of Heaven

About mansions, although I really want a thomas kinkade cottage in the woods. And a beautiful white owl.

What we'll be doing.

Will I be able to sit on my father's lap as he caresses my head, cause I never had that.
Will our family members greet us 1st? I have a grandbaby there.

Will my family, praying that they'll make it, be together with me all eternity ie. My husband, kids, grandkids?

Will we have jobs or do what God has chosen us to really be?

Besides the cottage, I also want all color Rose's and other flowers to give to people. I've always wanted my own floral shop.

Also anything about the marriage supper of the lamb.

About 1 Corinthians 2:9. Also any interactions with universal, other planets, or beings.

Oden Hetrick – City Mansion, Country Mansions

PLAY ODEN HETRICK CLIPS
END OF SHOW